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BOTTLED " BRAVERY!"
by Mcdowell.
NEWSESSIONOF
CONGRESS
HUERTA LEFT
TOWN OVER
NO REPLY FROM LAST STAND OF
MINERS AS j DESPERADO
General Villa asked his commander-- :
C'arrnaza, what action In)
should take with regard to Castro.
'General Carranza answered that Villi
had made a request on the German
consul for the delivery of the federal
officer on the ground that, he had buen
guilty of offenses against (he public
peace and tranquility.
It was held by officials here that
'MS
- i
V(heres to v
fwienp1.v v YET LOPEZGeneral Castro was not in any sense
Vl AMERICANS J Mf34&tim'V HOT TO THE ' 1
Q( S 6WEBM- -
i. Ut.. I I ft citnmir
a political fugitive but had taken ref-
uge in a foreign consulate immediate-
ly after he had been defeated in war-
fare.
Villa reported thut he had placed a
close guard around German Consul
Weber's house to prevent the escape
of the federal commander.
ALTHOUGHT OPERATORS HAVE AC-
-
UTAH BANDIT RUN TO EARTH IN
CEPTEO PROPOSAL FOR ARBITRA--! AN OLD MINE, AND SHERIFF'S
SUNDAY
HIS DISAPPEARANCE CAUSES ALL
SORTS OF RUMORS, BUT HE
SHOWS UP -V- ILLA
LEAVES FOR CHIHUAHUA. HALE
IN WASHINGTON.
STARTS
SECOND SESSION OF 630 CONGRESS
BEGAN AT NOON WITH VERY
LITTLE FORMALITY. EXTRA SES-
-j
SION STARTED ON APRIL 7j
COMES TO AN END.
THE HOUSE HAS A 'j
QUORUM ONCE MORE!
TION, NO REPLY HAS COME FROM
THE UNION MILITARY COURT
POSSE BLOCK UP THE EXITS
WITH SMUDGES IN AN EMM
TO SMOKE HIM OUT.
Denies Castro is Hiding.
Juarez, Mex., Dec. 1. Max Weber, STARTS AT TRINIDAD.
TRINIDAD GRANDBRITISH COMMANDER
VISITS MEXICO CITY
OVER 200 DEPUTIES
GUARD ENTRANCESJURY ALSO WORKING
the German consul, today denied that
General Francisco Castro, former fed-
eral commander, was a refugee in the
consul's home in Juarez.
"1 have not seen Castro since the
day before the fight more than two
weeks ago," said Weber.
"Nor do I know where he Is hiding."
Castro disappeared the morning
Villa surprised the federal forces at
Mexico City, Mex., Due. 1. Provi-
sional President Huerta, whose disap- -
nA9rnnrp frnm the fprternl rnnitnl trnva Since thenJuarez and took the townrise to many rumors, returned ,nis there have been several reports as to
Washington, D. C, Dec. 1. A new
session of congress, the second in
President Wilson's administration be-
gan work today at noon. Vice Presi-
dent Marshall, as the noon hour ar-
rived, declared the old session ad-
journed "without day" and in the next
breath announced that congress had
assembled "in accordance with the
constitution."
his whereabouts. One was that he
had been seen in Los Angeles.
Another report was that Villa had
him imprisoned in a house in Juarez
and had threatened to execute him.
Denver, Colo., Dec. 1. Secretary of' liiiiglium. tali, Dec. 1. While pois-Labo- r
W. It. Wilson and Gov. E. M. oiiuuh gases gradually thickened and
Amnions this afternoon prepared a penetrated the farther reaches of tho
joint letter to the operators and min-- 1 Utah-Ape- mine today, Ralph Lopez,
ers withdrawing the arbitration prop- - slayer of six men, crowded to the bnlk-ositio- n
submitted by them last weekihead of the Andy tunnel this after-lo- r
the settlement of the Colorado noon and called lor his friend, Julio
coal strike. This action was decided jCorrello.
upon. It was explained, merely to "What do you want? Speak now for
clarify the situation and leave only in half an hour you will be dead,"
one proposal before the miners. This commanded the deputy in charge of
leaves the governor's proposal, drawn jthe posse at the entrance,
up at the close of last week's confer- - Lopez refused to answer, except to
ence, under consideration. The oper-cal- l again for Corrello, who was sent
ators already have agreed to accept for. When the latter arrived, how- -
May Retake Torreon.
afternoon. He had been paying a visit
on a farm in the vicinity.
Provisional President Huerta is
reported to have left the federal Capi-
tol secretly yesterday morning tor
Vera Cruz, traveling over the Inter-oceani- c
railroad.
The reports originates with railroad
officials who claim to know of General
Huerta's departure at 4 o'clock in the
morning on board a special train.
The presence of Querido Moheno,
the Mexican foreign minister at the
port of Vera Cruz, is said to have
some connection Willi the plan of Gen-
eral Huerta to leave the country.
Investigation failed to discover any
trace of Provisional President Huerta
in the federal capital. No official con-
firmation of his departure was ob
Mexico City, Dec. 1. The city of
Torreon, which has long been in the
hands of the rebels, Is about to be re-
taken by federals under General Jose
Refugio Velasco, according to dispat-
ches received today by the war de TRIAL STARTS IN CORPORATIONTAX MUST BE
PAID BV MINES
More formality marks the opening
of the bouse. The chaplain, the Kev.
Henry N. Couden, offered prayer, re-
ferring with particular emphasis to
the great economic and social prob-
lems which concern the welfare of the
individual, the home, the government
religious life of the nation.
A roll call disclosed a quorum, some
thing the house has not had in many
weeks.
The senate began the session with
Its first duy's work all mapped
on the Hetch-Hetch- bill be-
gan at once. It was expected that the
partment. The federal troops are said
to have encountered little opposition
the governor's plan of settlement, j ever, and shouted through the
this proposal would be sub- - head, he received no answer. It is
mitted to the striking miners, as, it supposed that Lopez, fearing some
was said their representatives on the scheme to trap him, retreated back
committee had agreed, still was unde-n- the mine, or himself was resort-clde- d
at 2 o'clock this afternoon. The('jng (0 some strategy, for the gases
governor's proposal, in effect, provid-- ! being forced Into the mine have not
ed for a termination of the strike iyet gathered In sufficient quantity to
waiving the question of union recogui- - jovercome him if he keeps close to theHon, granting practically all the min- - ground
m their advance on the city and are
reported to be now within a few miles
CRAIG MURDER
CASE
of the place. The military authorities
Isay the ol Torreon will
revised draft of the currency bill
would be presented late today and
ers demands, and providing a strict
enforcement of the state mining laws-Th-
governor and the secretary de-
cided upon the withdrawal of the arbi-
tration proposal until the matter of a
A break for liberty was looked for
at any minute.
Bingham, Utah, Dec. 1. Smudges
were lit early today in the Utah-Ape-
would be debated during intermissions
In the discussion over the water bill.
The program of the senate Demo
crats on the currency bill was not at
Washington, D. C, Dec. 1. Mining
corporations must pay the corporation
tax Imposed by the I'ayne-Aldric- tar-
iff act, according to the decision today
by the supreme court.
Eight or ten million dollars have
been paid to the government by such
corporations, under protest, and 500
suits and claims were started to re-
cover the money. The case came to
the court , through Stratton's inde-
pendence, limited, of Colorado, which
successfully contended that proceeds
from ores mined by a corporation from
its own premises was not "Income"
within (he meaning of the corporation
tax law, but a conversion of capital
Into money.
The court also held that the corpo-
rations were not entitled to deduct the
value of ore before it was mined as
once forced and the Republicans were
given until tomorrow to confer, fol-
lowing an announcement by Senator
be a great blow to the revolution, as
the city is the key to the operations
in four states. It is on the border of
Hie state of Coahuila.
General Velasco has been instruct-
ed to move at once on the city of
Durango, after taking possession of
Torreon.
To Attack Monterey,
Laredo, Texas., Dec. 1. Reports re-
ceived here today stated that the re-
bels were mobilizing at Candela, near
Monterey, for an attack on Monterey.
The revolutionists, it was said, have
not molested the railroads and are
giving non combatants every opportu-
nity to leave the city. Color is given
to the report of preparation for an at"--"
tack by the rumor that Monterey
JURY COMPLETED FOR TRIAL OF
INDIANAPOLIS DOCTOR, AND THE
PROSECUTION MAKES AN AN-
NOUNCEMENT OF ITS INTEN-
TIONS AND AIMS.
IT PROMISEsloBE
VERY SENSATIONAL CASE
Gallagher that there was no disposi--
lion to obstruct progress of the bill.
Congress today settled down to the
reierenuum vote nau oeen sen tea. !mne wherR Ralph r)pez, desperado,
Denver, Colo Dec. i. Whether the )B
,lminng his last stand. With all
conference committee and ita t0 the lInp excPpt that of the Andy
union officials would decide to sub- - tunnel bratticed and sealed with mud
nit the proposals made by Governor mA with much poisonous gases
for the settlement of the back jnl0 the depths of the work-lorad- o
coal strike to a referendum nRg, it was expected that the fugitive
vde had not been decided at noon make a break for liberty today,
day. At least, no word had been re- a large amount of dynamite Is stor-ceive- d
at the governor's office indicat- - !ed In the mine, and knowing Lopez
lug what the miners' next move would could easily blow out one of the bulk-b-
heads the seven sheriffs early today
The governor's proposal, submitted '.stationed a dozen deputies at each of
at the conclusion of last week's con- - the fifteen tunnel, mouths with ordere
second stage of what promises to be
the longest continued session in its
tainable.
Rear Admiral Sir Christopher Cra-cloc-
commander of the British cruis-
ers now in Mexican waters, who arriv-
ed in the federal capital last night, ex-
pects to return to Vera Cruz tomor-
row. He said he would probably be
unable to meet President Huerta be-
cause of the brevity of his stay. The
admiral was the guest today of Sir
Lionel Garden, the British minister.
Enroute to Chihuahua.
Juarez, Mex., Dec. 1. Gene.ral Fran-
cisco Villa's advance army of 3,500
rebels, which is moving to attack Chi-
huahua city, 225 miles south of Juarez
today reached a point 63 miles from
the border. They were forced to de-
train there because of the destruction
of the railrOadj- - Preparations were
made at one. ft'inarch overlaiKr to
the state capital.
Another train carrying 1,000 rebels
was made ready here for the journey
south.
General Villa said today that before
reaching Chihuahua, he expects to be
reinforced by General Manuel Chao
and Juan Cortinas, who were reported
advancing from Torreon. Unless this
history.
The regular December session, fol
lowing on the heels of the long extra
"depreciation."session that has run since April 7,
brought to tired lawmakers today a Chief Justice White and Justices
Shelbyville, Ind., Dec. 1. Dr. Wil-
liam B. Craig,, on trial tor his life
before ajury consisting "almost en-
tirely of farmers, this afternoon heard
McKenna tind livlmes dissented on uvrinr. ni Inter arenteri bv Alio one- - Ithtt. tliev nhnnr. hint on ieht7
banks have requested the withdrawal
cf ntoney there? One banker reported
six hundred thousand dollars in gold me jau.er jmmt. rators committee, provided for the ter- - The ten thoiiBand inhabitants of
new; host' of problems1 and the pros-
pect, of steady work for many months.
There was little formality about the
ushering in of the new congress at
had been withdrawn last Saturday. himself denounced as the slayer of Dr.
Helen E. Kuabe, by Attorney Ephriam INDIANAPOLISRefugees already have deposited $200,- - noon. Its advent was signanzea oy000 in gold In Laredo banks. NOW FACES Athe fall of the gavel in each house Inman, representing the Indianapoliscouncil of women. The jury was com--
pleted at the forenoon session.
with announcement of the presiding! TEAMSTERS STRIKEofficer that the second session of the
It was learned definitely today that
the bank of London and Mexico had
closed its Monterey branch and that
the Banco Mercantil also has arranged
to withdraw all deposits. Evidence
sixty-thir- congress had begun. The state will be able to produce no
eye witness to tnis crime, said Mr. In- - iI1(jiaiiapoHs. Ind., Dec.
"We expect however, to bring (1ers resultHd t0(lay from the strike orbefore vou a train of p.f rcmiiHtjinces.
When the senate met Democratic
leaders had agreed that the currency
teamsters and chauffeurs which startsubject would not be taken up before
noon.
movement is intercepted vina sam (hat the federal command of General
hoped to rally at least 7,000 men to jQ Navarrete waB not annihnatedfederals said to betheattack 5,000 after the ca)ture of victorla as ru.
garrisoned in the capital. imnrert. rievelnned Saturday when Na- -
tnination of the strike on a basis waiv-jthi- s canyon-walle- mining town, deep
ing recognition of the union and grant-- j in drifts of snow, were waiting in
ing practically all other demands of,tense excitement for the denoument
the strikers and promising a strict en- - of the man hunt that already has cost
forcement of the state mining laws, six lives.
The suggestion that the governor's plan A more dramatic setting for the
be submitted to the men on strike ending of the career of Lopez, who
was made by secretary of labor W. D. shoots for the heart and makes every
Wilson at the closing session of last .bullet count, could hardly be found
Tuesday's conference. Subsequently anywhere in the west. The mine Is
the miners' committee refused to near the top of a precipitous
cept the plan, without Its having been wnl) of the canyon and from any of its
submitted to a referendum vote. (fifteen tunnel mouths, one could throw
Awaiting decision on this point, the a stone that would descend for nearly
operators last night sent a letter to thousand feet before it struck the
the governor withholding their an- - bottom. Here and there a miner's
swer to the proposal of Secretary Wil cabin clings to the cliff and from one
son that the parties to the contra- - iof these a widow sat watching today
involved;''"'' e avenging of her husband'sversy submit the questions
to aboard of arbitration and that :dn(li.
ef n the moh 'pending such arbitration the miners
The extra session terminated in the
The last reports from Chihuahua varrete's soldiers began coming into
Monterey. They admitted defeat at
Victoria.
all pointing not only in the direction
of murder, but ill the direction of Dr.
William Craig as the guilty man.
There will be no direct proof of any
engagement between Dr. Craig and
Dr. Knabe to marry, but circumstances
will be overwhelming in that direc-
tion. She made a trip to New York
and bought articles In contemplation
of marriage. She made It known to
friends that she had a love affair with
senate with the introduction of a few
bills and resolutions and an executive
session to confirm some of President
Wilson's nominations. Ten postmas-
ters, all at small points, were the only
ones confirmed and the senate recess-
ed until 11:50 o'clock.
ed at midnight. Many wagons were on
the streets but Organizer T. J. Farrell
of the union said all would be stopped
by night. The police made several ar-
rests and used their clubs freely in
keeping the crowds moving in the
down-tow- section.
Four girl garment workers were
among those arrested. The girls, with
several companions, surrounded a
laundry wagon and prevented it from
WOMEN WHO WOULD
UOTE MEET IN
WASHINGTON, D. C.
moving until the police arrived. All
.. return to work. Inquiries at i nitea """J
More Than a Billion.
Congress will have to appropriate
$1,108,681,777 to operate the govern'
ment of the United States during the
the men were locked up and are be
Washington, D. C, Dec. 1 The forty- - j ing held under $1,000 bond, which has
been set for all strike arrests.
Several large wholesale dealers and
commission house men made no effort
to put their wagons on the streets.
Many are using the express compa-
nies and the parcels post to make
fifth annual convention of the Nation-
al American Woman Suffrage Asso-
ciation got fully under way here to-
day with Dr. Anna Howard Shaw pre-
siding over an assembly of nearly
delegates from all states of the
union.
The gavel fell In the woman's con-
vention at the same time that Vice
fiscal year 1915, according to the esti-
mates prepared by each department
and sent to the house today by Secre-
tary McAdoo of the treasury.
The estimates submitted today are
$22,864,007 in excess of the appropria
tloiis for the last fiscal year, but their
total falls $:!9,255,0fili below the esti-
mates for that year.
city which has been under siege for
two weeks, were that the cathedral
there had been converted into a fort,
breastworks of sandbags having been
built on the roof which overlooks the
surrounding country. Entrenchments
manned by artillery guard the ap-
proaches and loopholes adorn the
walls of many houses.
Advices say that the federal gov-
ernment has commandeered all provi-
sions in the city and these are being
issued to civilians.
No Move Contemplated.
' Washington, D. C, Dec. 1. Presi-
dent Wilson told callers today that
the Mexican factions seemed to be
running things in a very interesting
Way at present and that no develop-
ment was contemplated so far as the
United States was concerned. His
visitors believed he held in mind the
Increasing number of constitutional
victories and the rapidly diminishing
eone of control of the Huerta govern-
ment.
William Bayard Hale, who talked
with General Carranza and the consti-
tutionalist chiefs at Nozales, returned
here early today and will see the pres-
ident late today or tomorrow.
Officially nothing was known at the
a man who was of violent disposition
and ungovernable temper. Dr. Craig
was that, character of man. There
came a time just before Dr. Knabe's
death when circumstances indicated
that she discovered Dr. Craig's deter-
mination to break his apparent enga-
gement to marry her. He began as-
sociating with another woman and
this impressed Dr. Knabe that he in-
tended to marry the other woman.
"Circumstances will point unmis-
takably to Craig's affection for Dr.
Knabe at a time before her death. We
will show that he even peeped into her
window In the night time. We will
show that Dr. Knabe's life was hope
here this '"'' '" ' '' "u.puu.Mine Workers headquarters
Presid- - smudge directed Into the mine throughmorning failed to locate Vice
opening. Ilulkheads were placedent Frank J. Haves, and no one else
would venture a prediction as to what PT "llnf mo'',hs yesterday,
ne at noon smudges of various yaction the union officials would take.
Court Starts. iposit.ons were sending their poisonousInto every tunnel. IfTrinidad, Colo., Dec. J.- -A court I'fP ditl ,10t attempt, to break outmartial and a military commission sal it to continue the smudg- -
simultaneously in the Southern Coto fopPtwo, days, Thft exit8 of the
rado strike zone. - The martial con,t levels, and al- -
convened for the trial of ot tholIRh there no record, it ,8 eBtl.
several soldiers charged with viola-- , b)nd
tion of military regulations and Ihe g cr)s8.cr0B8 for a totaI dIstance
commission resumed its in-,-military thirty mlpa Th(j sevpn BherI(tfl ,n
of growing out of.vestigation cases Bheriftshaye ovep 20Q deputy
the present coal strike. , (h practicallv all of these
THE DAY IN CONGRESS
The estimates ar as follows:
Legislative establishment $7,533,331.
Eexecutive establishment
President Marshall and Speaker Clark
were calling to order on capitol hill
a congress which the suffragetees ex-
pect to do much for their cause.
The executive committee voted to
Senate.
Met at 10 o. m. and concluded the
business of the extra session confirm-
ing delayed nominations.
Senator Weeks Introduced a bill to
restrict transportation of military
forces and supplies to Panama to
ful and cheerful, that she was in loveraiso the national budget on a fixed
basis, partly by assessment on the The authorities have
re- -
military been jn Qf
ceived information that Sam, alias;
'November 21.
"Nick" carter, ror wnose ari-es- i m.u . t 4i,Q i0 p,i.
rrl urn to Colorado General Chase has .,, mlDj ' ,i rAmerican bottoms,
state, and auxiliary organizations in
proportion to their budgets.
The convention as a whole will con-
sider a constitution tomorrow.
Eleanor Byrnes, In charge of pub-
licity for the association, made an ap-
with her work and gave no manifesta-
tions of despondency, thus precluding
any suicide theory. On the night of
the murder, Dr. Craig was seen near
the premises within a little time be-
fore the murder.
Dr. Craig has Indulged In a system
of making engagements with women
Leaders agreed to delay resuming offered a reward, has been located in jfoo(J Hg fonery one ot' the
Judicial establishment $1,242,110.
Department of Agriculture, $19,001,-332- .
Foreign intercourse $1,447,042.
Postoffice department, Including
parcels post $300,953,117.
Military establishment, $105,937,541.
Naval establishment $139,831,953.
Indian affairs, $10,208,805.
Pensions $109,150,000.
Public works, $97,917,592.
Miscellaneous $84,393,213.
lobby investigation until the currency
White House concerning the viBit of
and breaking them. He wronged a
Oklahoma, carter is a im.m u. ;Iesgfes of he ml,e which produces
leader wanted by the military ;RoIdj s!ver and copperf an(1 is famll-charge- s
contained in the Zancanelll Mikem pvpry paBgageway.
confession. Cranqvlch, who shot and seriously
A. B. McGary. the mine union ""jw0,mded i,8 wife several days ago,
ganizer is still missing. may aso have bidden in the mine,
The striking miners in the tent co-- ; )( wag t nought The deputies were
of the district are said to be . . ,. , , t surrender.
bill Is passed.
Recessed and convened at noon, be-
ginning the second session of the sixty-t-
hird congress.
Took brief recess while committee
notified President Wilson congress
was In session.
Querido Moheno, the Mexican foreign , "
minister, to Vera Cruz. '
Rear Admiral Fletcher reported to- - j
day he had received further assuranc-- 1 MEMORY ENTIRELY
es from the constitutionalist general,! LOST THROUGH SHOCK.
Aguilar, that none of his forces would
intorforo with tin.' nil wells around i Ogden, Utah, Dec. 1. That W. O.
Permanent annual aproprlations
$131,190,407.
For the preservation and comple
high school girl and refused to marry
her. He did the same thing with
another girl and afterwards compro-
mised with her.
Describing the wound in Dr. Knabe's
neck, Inman said the character of it
was a surgeon and knew how to run
indicated that the man who made it
Walraven, whose loss of memory of his tion of vessels already
in commission,
or authorized the navy department j
wants $8,250,000: for the hulls and
Republican Leader Gallinger IntI- - j excited over the report that men, in hilnRfif ppaPefUiv, if he came out
mated the majority would call a cur- - large numbers, are being brought in alo))e J opez wag to be shot on sight
rency caucus. j t0 WOrk in the mines and extra pre- -
Uutions have been taken by the nlj" DAUGHTER OF ROBERT J.
House. jlttia officers to prevent possible WYNNE GETS DIVORCE
Met at noon, beginning the new breaks.
session. Robert Uhlicb, district organizer and t ,,n.inn rpe. 1. A divorce was gran- -
mnnhinan. rtf tlio twn hnttlPShlnS And
Tampico and Tuxpam.
William Bayard Hale conferred with
Secretary Bryan as preliminary to his
conference with President Wilson.
Report Surrender of Guaymaa.
Tucson, Ariz., Dec. 1 Reports cir-
culated here and at Nogales that the
past life has proved a problem for
physicians, educators and psycholo-
gists, formerly was a resident of Den-
ver, Colo., is the deduction of Prof.
Henry Peterson, following some of
the man's rambling talk at a hospital
which j geon and knew hoy to runeight torpedo boat destroyers ay
c .. r hniiii tn to avoid the arteries and cut
the veins, so death would follow with- -tho W,il vonr 1QU1915 J7.800.000: Representative Henry introduced a president of the local branch of the tpdtodny ,0 Mr8 Ida Mi French, daugh- -out the spurting of bloodof vesselsfor armor and armament bill to amend the Sherman lawhere. He mentioned the names of I
at Guaymaa uad ur"federal garrison several streets there and also spoke of ?ln,opi.oonAnother Bank Bill.
j Adjourned at 1:07 p. m. to
; Tuemlu).ROSENTHAL CASE ISARGUEDrenaerea. were Keuei-iui- u.oicuitc
miners i nion was me "
"""jtPr of Robert J. Wynne, of Washing- -
called before the military commission n Q ormer Amerlcan consul
Fulich has been held attooVy. lpnpral m T)nnon and
city jail since November 2;. PH,ldu' !gpnerai, on the grounds of infidelity on
an investigation of his knowledge con-
-
Qf hpr husband Captain Hugh
ON APPEAL"Jack" and "Allen." Jt has been solv-
ed by use of chemicals that the black Senator Burton introduced a bill to- -
hauds was caused by day for a central bank to be owned Alhnnv. V V. TUn 1 A rnnaiilr- - BRITISH CAPTAINon Walraven 's
fluid used in acv which found its sunnort in neriur-- 1 GETS SIGNALS M IXED cerning strike disturbanceselectrical insulating, by the public and operated by the gov- - nald French, now of the fourth bat- -
eminent, with twelve branches. Its ('alls Grand Jury.ed testimony put former police Lieu For the first time in eight .ears apowers would be similar to those vest-- 1 tpnant chai:leg necker ln Ule Sillg. Seattle, Wash., Dec. 1. When the
ed in the regional banks by the admin
talion (Territorial) of the Yorkshire
regiment, and formerly of the seventh
dragoon guards. The name of Barle
Celestie Beach, a Canadian chorus girl,
was mentioned.
Sine death chamber for the rourder British bark Lj nton, from Santa Ro--j county grand jury conveneu m-.- c iistration bill.
showing that he had wound armatures.
Walraven, who has physically recov-
ered from injuries received by being
pushed off a cliff south of Ogden sev-
eral months ago, knows nothing of
events transpiring before he was tak-
en to the hospital.
of Herman Rosenthal, attorneys for salia, Mexico, dropped anchor today tiay in response 10
the convicted man argued todav In the! at Port Towusend, her captain was, by District Juage A. W. McHenarie.
court of appeals. Justice Goff," who de bewildered to find a tug boat load of The jury is expected to direct its m--
.
. . . . . .. . , irtr.o fli,ioflv tn disturbances
'
today. It was believed, however, that
the disaffection of the troops, under
: General Ojeda, the constitutionalists
- preparations to renew the attack pre-
saged the early fall of the Sonora sea- -
' port.
Railroad wires were in operation to
. Guaymas, but officials at this end said
they had nothing to indicate any Inten-
tion on the part of the federals to sur-
render.
Castro Located.
Hermoslllo, Mex., Dec. 1. General
Francisco Castro, who was federal
commander In Juarez prior to the re--.
cent insurgent victory is a refugee in
the home of Max Weber, German con-
sul at Juarez, said a report received
today by General Carranza from Gen-
eral Francisco Villar. -
nied Becker a new trial and District ponce ana namor oiucuun -- '"e .iJiRRUMENTS FOR NEW
. .. .... j natraA nrlmna crnwine out of TRIAL POSTPONED
Chicago, 111., Dec. 1. Arguments on
Attorney Whitman, who prosecute 1 ; mm. uu .ires
the case, were crit'eized severely. The Lyton was sighted yesterday in coal strike.
zlecker's counsel appealed from the 'the Straight of Fuca flying the signal In instructing the grand jury Judge
order denying their motion for a new! that there was mutiny aboard and she McHendrie recommended that investl-
- motion for new trial of Otoman Zar
CUT RATE DEALERS IN
BOOKS WIN CASE.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 1 Cut rate
dealers iu copyrighted books won a
victory today when the supreme
court held that agreements between
publishers and regular book sellers
not to Bell books to those who re sell
to the public at less than the price
fixed by the publisher violate the
Sherman anti-trus- t law.
law violation
-- i,i fnr. . ,i .ujid a aoiotn nre. Revenue cutters cation of cnargeB oi
erowing out of the coal strike be de
ROBBER GETS $700
FROM L. S. & M. S. ROAD.
Chicago, 111., Dec. 1. An armed ban-
dit entered a suburban Btatlon of the
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern
railroad, bound and gagged F- - O. Rob-bins- ,
agent, today, and escaped wlUi
$700.
judgment. jwere informed and prepared to go to
1.n.An.. fl.-- raoanna ..1 ,L. 1.,,,.1,'a nM' hilt tlPP Pfintain PX- - ferred until the military commission
Adusht Hanis, head of the Mazdazan
sun worshippers' cult, facing a five-year- s'
sentence for sending improper
literature by express, were continued,
today by Judge Mack until December
5, on request of Hauish's attorneys.
ment of the lower court should be a r-- plained today that the signal he in-- 1 has completed Its labors in order that
rested were given by Attorney Joseph tended to display was "report my ar the two inquisitorial
boards may co-A- .
Shay. rival to owners." loperato without conflict.
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next annualplace selected for the
meeting. Pimples Source
of Great Danger
ATTACKS POPULAR
GOVERMENT
isnnas.sai-assi- si " "iisMs
light)THE TEACHERS ALLSAY IT WAS FINE May be Means of AbsorbingDeniing, N. M., Dec. 1. The Luna Disease Germs in MostUnexpected Manner.THE WORK OF THOSE OPPOSED TO: ... 1. ............ nffiA.,MWe Have a New Supply ofJERSEY CREAM
Daisy, Crown, Imperial and
Bobolink Flour
Butter 35c lb. Eggs, 35c doz.
THE NEW MOVEMENT IS SINISTER
CONFERENCE TO BE HELD TO
PROVIDE MEANS TO COMBAT
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
have all returned from the meeting
of the New Mexico State Educational
association, and every one is of the
opinion that it was the most profit-
able educational meeting ever held in I ODS, Electricity plays a most impor-tant part. The grandfather wouldthe state. Luna county is proud of
having every school district repre-jsente-
save one, some of the s
being represented by several of
A new! the teachers and school officers, and
(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, Dec.'l.- - Make Tour Blood Pure and Immune WithS. S. 8.is it is to the treat credit of Sunt. Tay- -aud sinister line of attack which
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-
ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
tor lather, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to be
desired.
likely to defeat the general movement lor of the Deming city schools that In thousands "I Instances tho most
for popular government has recently he has started a movement whereby J',111 c,m,nlHitrwact wuh 'dTs"WINTER GROCERY GO laces.' and the ai-disclosed ltseir. as a resun a tug trie u. s. commissioner ot euucatiou, In public
conference will be held in Washing-- j nr. P. P. ('laxton will visit. New Mex-to- n
on December 6 to consider ways ico at graduation time next year and
piromly InslKnilkioit rsmplc has be the
rausi'. It spreads with asinnisblus rapidity,ften Infecting the entire system lu a few
nays.
It la fortunate, however, that then? IsPHOUE 40. deliver commencement addresses inmost of the leading cities of the remedy to cope (juk-ki- ami inorouitaiy
Clayton Ih ila sm'n R condition, and thanks to thestate, ur. uejonu quesuon of ltB pr(illcns the famous S. S. 8.
and means for meeting the emergency.
People's government is now no
longer opposed openly. Its great dan-
ger is that which lies in the secret
opposition of those who pretend to
one ot tne leading educators ot me
world, and his presence in New Mexi
nil v now be had at most any drug store
n the civilized world.
This preparation stands alone us n blood
co has done much to inspire the cause I'lller. ir IS somewnac revomiionnry iu
of education and advanced thought 'rOTe..lteJ fir SSSfft&Jl POWERbe its friends. The little "amend-ment" containing the secret joker isnow being used by persons who donot dare to fight in the open against along Progressive lines of education, r. - nlc, and other destructive mineralIt is very gratifying to the new state rJ' It a'onVto hear the head of the educational dl'iit which serves the active purpose ofthe Initiative, referendum and recall.
n consequence, although the fact is department of the country, say thtffSXAInot generally known this movement 110 slate in tne union nas equaled iNew; tlun of Us own essential nutriment. Tbero
'OTHINO IS QUITE SO CONVEN- -.Mexico educational work (luring its ,x,; paresis. Vuritls, andbrief period of statehood. Those who Imilnr diseases resultant from the use of
CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.
Goal JKWfA-i-E Wood
SWASTIKA LUMP FACTORY WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Httemlnd from nenilnir ami Luna conn- - minerals tnan most people are aware oi. IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
These facts are broupht out In a hlphly
interesting book compiled by the medical
department of The Swift Specific Co., 217
toward making government more
democratic has been, during the last
year, brought practically to a stand-
still. Eight state legislatures, under
pledge to submit, have rejected amend-
ments. Four have submitted worth-
less amendments, two have submitted
fairly good ones, one has by statute
ty received fine consideration at the
hands of the convention, Supt. .1. B.
Taylor of Deniing being elected to a
three year membership on the execu-- ;
tive committee which directs the poli- - j
cy of the state association, County
swirc wag., Atlanta, a. it is ma ilea iree,
ropelher with special Information, to all
who write descrllilnar their symptoms.
Get n bottle of S. S. 8. but he
careful not to have something palmed
off on you falsely claimed to be "just as
good."rendered inoperative an amendment
the Supt George 0. Goebel was electedalready adopted by people, one
has submitted a mutilated amend secretary of the county superintend-
ent's section. Willard E. Holt of the
Iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ghf Estimates and full infor-
mation cheeerfully given.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
Irons of the school at the high school
auditorium tonight.
George W. Vandiver of Scottsboro,
Ala., is in the city a permanent resi-
Deniing board of education was elect
ed a member of the educational connrvi rm DENVER & RIO GRANOE RAILROAD CO.YMIL MISSOURI-PACIF- IC RAILWAY CO.
ment iu lieu of a good one now in
force. The net results in 1913 to date
are sixteen defeats and two victories
for the initiative and referendum,
Aroused by this situation, real
friends of popular government have
icii, ana secreiary or me uoaru or eou
cation section. Supt. Taylor presided dent.II rir ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN & SOUTHERN over the city superintendent's section, j n. W. Freeman of El Paso purchas-Supt- .Goebel delivered lectures be-- ' & fa.m pRst of fhe c,t mfore the city superintendent s sectionu Ea WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO. called a national conference which"
and tne county superintendent s sec It will not pay yoa to waste youi
time writing out your legal forme
when you can get thorn already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.
will take place here on December 6
and which will be addressed by prom-
inent Progressives of all parties,
among whom are Secretary of State
Bryan, Senator Robert L. Owen, Rep-
resentative Robert Crosser of Ohio,
Herbert Quick, Senator Harry Lane
of Oregon, Senator Clapp of Minne-
sota, Representative M. Clyde Kelley
of Pennsylvania, Frank Walsh of Kan-
sas City, Everett Colby of New Jer-
sey, Samuel Gompers of the A- F. of
L and many others.
The purpose of the convention is to
SHORTEST LINE TO
DrNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN POINTS
TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern high-cla- ss
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n Mountain.
MULLIGAN & RISING.
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers, Ml. Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
Hon. Principal S. J. Daley delivered
a lecture before the college and high
school section, and the commercial
section. Prof. O. W. Pausch delivered
an address before the elementary sec-
tion on the subject of manual trainin1!
and Miss Esther Livingston addressed
the same section on domestic science.
11 r. Holt spoke before the general as-
sembly and at the banquet of the
schoolmasters club, calling attention
to the fact that Deniing held the rec-
ord of the state and probably the
United States, in the erection of a
$40,000 high school building without
one dissenting vote. Albuquerque
comes in second with only 11 dissent-
ing votes. Dr. Claxton said that he
had been in Colorado and northern
LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
WINDOWS, DOORS
AND MOULDING Next Door to Postoff ice.form the National Popular Govern-- I
ment League a permanent, nonpar-'tisan- ,
national organization of influen
RflWVFRI. J.To Salt Lake City and Pacific CoastPoints Denver & Rio Grande-Wester- n
PacificRitilwav.The Rnvnl
THROUGH LINE Villi I L.II
slates 12 days and that it had rainedGorge-Feath- er River Route, acknowledged to be the ScenicLine PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
223 San Francisco St. Phone 206 W
SANTA FE, N.M.every day during that period. Demingreported 304 sun shiney days since
tial men to promote and protect pop-
ular government measures. Two
principal measures will be advocated
by the league. The first is the Gate-
way amendment, to afford an easier
method of amending the federal con-
stitution, under which it would be pos-
sible for both houses of congress, or
by either bouse should the other house
twice reject a proposal, or by ten
states, to propose Amendments to the
federal constitution which would be
January 1st of the present year. One
of the chief addresses of the associa
CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer, Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
tion was delivered by Ralph C. Ely of
this city, the association holding a
FOR INFORMATION AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON
WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
special session td liBten to addresses
by Gov. McDonald and Mr Ely. Majestic Cafesubmitted directly to the voters of
the nation at a general election.
The second big job which the league
has laid out for itself is the securing
jof the initiative, referendum and re- - Telephone 9 W104 DON GASPER ST.
The Patrons' club auxiliary to the
schools of district No. 1, is giving the
pupils of the public schools an
candy pull this after-
noon. A vast horde of the youngsters
are in attendance. The club will give
a reception to the teachers and pa
THE SANITARY S
! SHORTOBDERBESTflURHNT I
I REOULAR MEALS.
Open Day and Night. 1I Best Equipped, Most Modern. I
Special Dinner Parties.
L. A. HUGHES, C. L. POLLARD, R. J.'CRICHTON,
President. Secretary. Manafer 4 Treasurer.
CHICHESTER S PILLS
.
MIA Nik X S OUm FOR litISLa1 lea! Ask yonr Druulut for A
'hl.0Beters Diamond urandWNI'lll In Bed and Uold metaliiAvyboes, scaled with Blue Ribbon. VxTaLe no ot her. Buy of yourVragfinU Askfor ROMULO LOPEZ, PROP. :
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.DIAMOND UK A.Nil I'll. I .4. fn ASv a years known as Best. Safest. At win R slf ahl
FROM SANTA FE
To EI Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific
Goast, via NEW MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
Icall for states and cities, and prevent-- j
ing the enemies of popular govern-Imen- t
from slipping in jokers.
At. the afternoon session of the
convention, "five minutes reports
from the battle line" will be made
from states where the campaign is on
to secure the initiative and referen-
dum in the states of Delaware, Flori-
da, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts,
.Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire,
New York and Pennsylvania. Re-
ports will also be received from lead-
ers of the popular government move-
ment in states which have already
adopted these measures.
Senator Harry Lane of Oregon, Con-
gressman J. A. Falconer of Washing-
ton, and Congressman Robert Crosser
of Ohio will discuss the question:
"Shall it be made unlawful to com-
pensate solicitors for circulating peti-
tions?" This question is now agitat-
ing fTie state of Oregon, and so good
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
GET THE HABIT!
The yjV EastBest Hor
Route gpr West
Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)
HEADQUARTERS IFOIR,
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Build-
ing Materials of Every Description.
AGENTS THE FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
LCJf Your Business Solicited.
Phone 100 and 35 W. :: Fool of Montezuma Ave.
a friend of popular government as
For Rates and Full Information, Address
EUGENE FOX, 0. F. & P. Aft., El Paso, Texas.
Jonathan Rourne has been
in the past, is now advocating a law
which would prohibit the payment of
solicitors of signatures to petitions.
Such a law, it is believed, would ab-
solutely prevent the operation of the
initiative and referendum. In 1910,
when the initiative measure known as
the employers' liability law, backed
by the state federation of labor in
Oregon, was up, it was found impossi-
ble to secure the necessary number
of signatures to the initiative petition
without employing hired solicitors, al-
though the unions had a membership
of 10,000 (which was about the num-
ber of names needed) and although
the measure when submitted to the
electorate was carried by a majority
of 2?,000 and passed in nearly every
precinct and certainly in every county
in the Btate.
The submission of the amendment
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
FRESH FRUIT
Strawberries, Blackberries, Persimmons, Peaches, Imported
Malagas, and California Red Grapes, Florida Grape Fruit,
Florida and Louisiana Oranges, Jonathan, Grimes, Golden, Wine
Sap, Black Ben and many other varieties of Apples.
FRESH VEGETABLES
Cauliflower, Green and Wax Beans, Spinach, Radishes, Califor-
nia Head Lettuce, Parsley, Soup Bunches, Cucumbers, Green
Onions, Mangos, Celery.
ROOT VEGETABLES
Beets, Turnips, Carrots, Ruta-Bag- Parsnips, Sweet Spuds,
Onions, Cabbage, Hubbard Squash, Fine White Spuds.
NEW NUTS
English Walnuts, Black Walnuts, Almonds, Pecans, Filberts,
Brazil Nuts, Hickory Nuts, Chestnuts, Peanuts.
ALSO
Dates, bulk. Dromedary Dates, Imported Symrna Figs, Washed
Figs, Cooking Figs, Cluster Raisins, New Seeded Raisins and
Currants, Pop Corn.
BLUE POINT OYSTERS IN THE SHELL
SELECT AND STANDARD BULK OYSTERS.
FRESH LIVE LOBSTERS.
POULTRY
Turkeys, Ducks, Geese, Hens and Springs.
FRESH FISH
Salmon, Halibut and Barracuda.
SMOKED FISH
White Fish, Salmon, Herring.
MEATS
Kosher Meats, Beef, Pork, Mutton, Veal, Spa Home-mad- e
Sausage, Wienerwurst, Pigs Feet, Brains, Smoked Tongues, etc.
Swift Premium Hams and Bacon.
CHEESE
Cream, Brick, Llmburger, Roquefort, Imported Swiss, Edam,
Pineapple, Blue Hill, McClaren's, Imported Camembert, Neufch-ate- l,
Pimento, Roman Crosse and Blackwell's Parmasan.
YOURSELF AS I JOB GIFT !
As a Xmas Gift nothing equals the
personal charm of a well made,
well mounted photograph of your-
self. We are now ready for you.
THE GRAY STUDIOS
Santa Fe Albuquerque
for direct legislation in Nebraska
was characterized by the same tactics
!on the part of opponents of the meas-- j
tire that have been exhibited in every
similar contest. Although both Re- -
publican and Democratic parties were
j specifically pledged to this amend
ment, the passage through the legis-
lature was secured only after a long iand bitter fight in which the public
service corporations, the liquor inter-
ests, and others formed a powerful
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of the Soultwest.
Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
M Located Id the beautiful Peoo,
Vlley, J.700 feetabove aealevel.
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire ses-
sion. Conditions (or physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such aa cannot be found
elaewhere In America. Four-- .
teen oBloera and Instructors, all
(radiates from standard East-
ern colleges. Ten buLdicfi,
modem in every respect.
aefents :
E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA, t
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
r For particulars and illustrated oats-ogu-
addreas,
COL,JAS.W.WILLSON,Sopt.
lobby, and succeeded in emasculating
the amendment by requiring petitions
amounting to Ave per cent of the
voters in each of two-fifth- s of the
counties of the state, and a total num-
ber of votes cast at the last general
election in practice a total of about
forty thousand signers which is al-
most an Impossibility to secure.
These are the things which the new
league proposes to fight, and at its
meeting here it will invite every public-sp-
irited citizen to become a mem
HAND-PAINTE- D CHINA
Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at Z
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyone Steins,
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold. " v J
H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER, SAN FMANCISCO STIEET.
MODERN GROCERY CO. ITHEu ber of Its propaganda by the paymentof a nominal membership fee of )1 ayear. A form of organization will bedecided upon, officers elected, and a r ai :
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ut theciuggeniuimsinimMT NICTnMC flf TUT UADI fl'C MIFFR PH1PIF...THI- -for agriculture
COMMISSIONER SAWYER TELLS WHAT STRONG RIGHT ARM OF UNCLEINDIGESTION ENDED,STOMACH FEELS FINE VMONDAY WASH
SHOULD DO IN RICH
coal fields and on to Fairbanks. Wlvm
-
practical, the line should also be built
from Sustina over the divide. .0 the
rvutuumwiiu iiiei iuu i unun miii-.i.- .Another line ought to be built Ironr
the government coal mine in tin ller-in-
river field to the nearest safe sea-
port, probably Cordova-
If Seward is picked as the location
tor the navy coaling station the gov- -
eminent need not buy the Alasku
Northern, for this road seems poorly;
built and over such high grades that
might have to be almost entirely
,3jvii
'-
-
SAM
Correspondent Sent by This Paper to
Great Territory to Investigate Rec-
ommends Government Colliers, Pall-road- s
and Mines, and Suggests Best
Routes and Mining Plans Changs
Political Police, Make Wagon Roads,
Protect Salmon.
By E. O. SAWYER.
Seattle, Wash., Dec. 1. Hack to Hie
land of taxicabs after 75 daf of
musing in Alaska!
"What about the coal?"
"What about the Guggenheims?"
"What about the railroads?"
"What are my general conc'usions
about Uncle Sam's great northern em-- j
pire, Alaska, in short now that I view'
it from a perspective?"
First and foremost I havj onvie-tion- s
in regard to sea transportation.
1 think Uncle Sam should establish at
once his own line of steamships to
Alaska or do some real freight-rat-
regulation. Since the only way to got
to Alaska from these United States is
by sea, more light houses, buoys and
beacons are needed to safe-guar- the
way for the citizens of our country.
Secondly, regarding the coal fields;
The deposits in the Manfanuska
field are the ilargest. in Alaska an:l
tests show the coal to be suitable tor
the navy.
Therefore, a XTnited States mine
should be opened up here at once
from which to secure fuel for our Pa-
cific coast fleets. Coal seams encoun-
tered in this mine which are not up ta
navy specifications, but which are
superior to coal now sold on the coast
should be mined and the coal sold to
the people at distributing stations lo-
cated on the public docks at all Pa-
cific coast and Alaska coast points.
To insure the development of the
Pering river field a mine should be
opened here from which coal can be
supplied to all army posts, govern-
ment buildings and army transports.
Coal mined in excess of the amount
needed should be sold to the people
through the same disbursing stations.
Regarding railroads, I feel that the
government should build a railroad
from the nearest point, best, fitted for
a naval coaling station, to thy Matan-usk- a
coal fields. From the nearest
point on this line to the Susitna val
ley a road should be built up the Sus-
itna, over the summit to the Xenana
IN TKESSALY.
out warm water, and often without
soap, is hard to explain, but these wo-
men do it marvelously well. Hard
scrubbing and pounding with wooden
Hails do the trick. The photograph
shews a river washing in Thessaly, in
northern Greece.
City. This only goes to show that
Cloudcroft will soon be a winter as
well as a summer resort. The weath-
er here is not as severe as some sup- -
pose because after there is at least a
foot of snow on the ground it becomes
very warm. The temperature goes
pretty low at night but the drop Is not
sudden.
Bids For Penitentiary Supplies.
Bids for f,;vii;aiiiB sts months' sup-
plies for the state penitentiary will be
received until 9 o'clock a. m., Tues- -
day, December th, bitppnea
consits of groceries, meats, clothing.
leather, grain, etc. A use oi tneso
supplies with conditions and blank
.proposals will be furnished upon appli--
cation to the superintendent.
By order of the Board of Peniten-
tiary Commissioners.
JOHN II. McMANUS, Supt.
Dated; October l!tl3. Santa Fe,
X M.
CY.ITtM.
These are the facts
about SeliiUirifr's Host:
1
. Host quality ami best
money's - worth ; Huitina;
yon better than any other
or moneyhack.
2. Preserved in its aro-
ma in aroma-tigh- t cans;
always ami everywhere
fresh as just from th;
roaster,
.'!. Properly, cleanly
granulated, ready for use.
Mb, and 2 caus.
t :S'W';w?.;..,: a
H. AmMVMBV
A "DAY COACH" OPERATED UNDER PUI1LIC CONTROL, GOING
OVER A TRESTLE ON THE ALASKA NORTHERN' RAILWAY: AND BE-
LOW, BONANZA MINE, THE GREAT GUGGENHEIM COPPER MINE AT
THE END OP THE COPPER RIVEH RAILWAY.
FIGHT DEVILISH TYPHUS.
In many places of soulhe'V. Kurope
the custom among the wj'uep c 10
take their household washing' to thi
eal' est river, or creek and then pur-
mil the task wnicu our iiikhuuj
- ves pull off in the basement or kit- -
cjn. How they extract the dirt with
ed, and she was prostrated with grief
Dr. Nieman notified Coroner Koert
meyer.
FIRST SOLID CAR
EVER SHIPPED
Cloudcroft. N. M., Dec. 1. Another
heavy snow fell at Cloudcroft Friday
afternoon. That night was one of the
coldest we have had. Saturday morn
ing however was bright anil clear.
The Cleve & Knight Mercantile
comnativ recently shipped a car of
uotatoes to Hughes & ReniiPtt of
Alamogordo. This was no doubt the
first solid car of potatoes that lias
been shipped from this point. The
notato crop in Ihe vicinity of Cloud- -
croft was unusually good this year
and many local shipments have been
made to Alamogordo, and El Paso.
Leo Gale of the II. Lesinsky com-
pany of El Paso was u recent visitor
to Cloudcrolt.
Through the courtesy of the El
jjaso & Southwestern system and the
Cloudcroft directory the Cloudcroft i
citizens had a dance at the pavilion
Thanksgiving evening. A very large ,
crowd attended, at times the floor j
was too small for the crowd that tried
to dance. On account of the teach--
ers' meeting at Santa Fe during the
week all the schools in this section
were closed and many boys and girls
from surrounding towns were spend--
ing the week In Cloudcroft. Botmell
and Watson furnished the music for
the dance.
Thanksgiving was observed in
Cloudcroft by the postotlice and all
the stores closing. The postotlice was
open just before the departure of the
mails and just after. There was a
turkey shoot and several turkeys
were won. The young folks had plan-
ned a sleigh ride for the day but the
snow had melted so that it. was not
deep enough, today however this sport
could be enjoyed.
Mrs. J. Gordon Hardy who occupied j
her summer cottage, "Tile Retreat,"!
itnj8 8eason will arrive in Cloudcroft!
m February to again occupy the col
lage. Mrs. Hardy is now in New ork
character, but oftener of a low, wan- -
NOT MEXICANS NOR BULLETS, N OR CANNON WILL BE OUR DEAD- - dering kind, with a tendency to
stnp-LIES-
terminates by a crisisENEMY IF WE CROSS I NTO MEXICO, BUT HORRIBLEr. The fever
niBCARPBiF r.l ORY. ALSOW RECKS OF YOUNG MEN RETURN-- which generally occurs on or about
ING HOME THE TRUTH ABOUT WHAT WE MAY EXPECT.
keep it.
As to wagon roads and trails the
w....! ..ni,iiniui:i,t1l........ ,t' t ll P MI'lllV.l.lrtFitt ivn.--
'now in charge of the building of roads
in Alaska, should be abolished and the '
building of the roads and trail , turned
.over to the government bureau ot
WaK0U r(1.1(1(, 01. j,0()d trails!
lnl,p j,'p maM necessary tiling in Alas-- j
j,., md'iv
The policing system ought In bo
changed. Why not abolish the present;
politically controlled system of 1'. S.
marshalK and deputies and establish
system similar to the Canadian,
mounted force?
There iB also need of llsliinK reforms.
sulmon hatcheries should be estab-
ijshed bv the fish commission for the
propagation of Alaska red salmon to
prevent the best food fish of Alaska
from becoming extinct. Certain sec
lions of the halibut banks of Alaska
should be reserved to prevent the ex-- i
termination of this second most
Alaskan fish.
CHILD POISONED
BY ARSENIC ON
PIECE OFBREAD
Cincinnati, Dec. I. Picking up a,
piece of bread that she found in the
drawer of a sideboard at her home on
Wasson road, Hyde Park, yesterday j
morning. Ruth, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Wylu Woods ate it,!
and died two hours later. The frag-- !
uieut of bread had a thin coat of ar-
senic on it. and had been placed in the
drawer for the purpose of eneonipas- -
isinc the death of mice that infested,
tin; sideboard. Dr. S. C. Nieman and;
!' L w n "Xrt. A - vi
Mho life of the tot were unavailing,
j Little Ruth, her parents and two
'elder children returned Saturday night
from a visit with relatives at Hills-'boro- ,
Ohio. Mrs. Woods, prior to her
'departure for that city, had placed the
'poisoned bread in thhe drawer of the.
sideboard, intending to remove it as
!soon as she returned home. She was
horrified when she opened the drawer
yesterday morning to nnu tne irag-me-
of bread gone and no crumbs on
the bottom of the receptacle to Ind-
icate that mice had eaten it.
A few moments later she discover-
ed that baby Ruth was seriously ill.
iLike a lighting flash it dawned on
he unhappy mother what had happen- -
mer nest-hole- , as safe as we have
made Colon so far as regards these
two. Our serums make this perfectly
possible.
Mexico is a tropical country, with
all a tropical country's drawbacks. It
is a hot-be- d for germs of all kinds. In
addition. Mexican hygiene is at least
half a century behind that of America
a fact which arises from the low j
standard of living among the Indians,
s and peons who constitute
the major portion of Mexico s popula-
tion.
Such conditions, almost unbeliev.
able to the modern American, would
have to be met by II. S. troops, and,
perhaps, the Red Cross could not be
present to help correct them, as it
has never been possible to apply the
rules of the Geneva conference in
Mexico thus far.
And, in addition to these three ma-
jor diseases, here discussed, which
threaten any invading army, there is
always-prese- danger of a typhoid
epidemic in Mexico. For the waters
of this country are almost all polluted.
To insure against this, every soldier
who crosses "the border" will have
first, to be vaccinated.
President Wilson, no doubt, realizes
all these dangers aud if he decides
eventually to declare war it is pretty
safe to predict that he will take every
possible precaution to make the "boys
in blue" immune.
But there is no way to make people
immune from typhus remember
. ...
that.
THE FIRING SQUAD;
the ground, the soldiers lowered their
muzzles and kept on firing into the
prostrate dead bodies. Note that my
camera caught a lot ot the bullet holes
in the bodies, but by no means all of
them.
"When the officer ordered them to
ppase firing, the squad turned on
their heels and left the bodies lying
Time "Pape's Diapepsin!" In Five
Minutes AM Sourness, Gas, Heart-
burn and Dyspepsia Is Gone.
stomach, Indiges-
tion,
Sow, gassy, upset
heartburn, dyspepsia; when the
food you eat ferments Into Rases and
stubborn lumps; your head aches and
you feel sick and miserable, that's
vhen you realize the. magic in Pape's
Diapepsin. It makes all stomach mis-
ery vanish In five minutes.
If your stomach is in a continuous
revolt If you can't get it regulated,
please, for your sake, try Pape's Dia-
pepsin. It's so needless to have a
Md stomach make your next meal a
favorite food meal, then take a little
"Diapepsin. There will not 1)6 any
without fear. It's because
Pape's Diapepsin "really does" regu-
late weak, out stomachs that
gives It its millions of sales annually.
Cet a large fifty-cen- t case of Pape's
Diapepsin from any drug store. It is
the quickest, surest stomach relief and
cure known. It acts almost like magic
it is a scientific, harmless and pleas-
ant stomach preparation which truly
belongs in every home.
WILL DANCE IN THE
DEW BAREFOOT
Cleveland, Dec. 1. Wealthy Cleve-
land women of esthetic taste, sipped
tea, and walked and talked barefooted
g with Winifred Lawrence,
rich dower girl, who has opened a
studio in Euclid avenue to teach "the
art of rhythemie expression."
Eager matrons and jaunty girls be-
sieged Miss Lawrence with questions.
Apparently, nearly all had found the
tango, hesitation and other new tan-
gled steps, lacking. The new con-
verts' only regret is that they have to
wait for spring to leap, bound and
dance. Until then they will practice
on an imitation grass in Miss Law-
rence's studio.
"You must let thought and music
carry you along," Miss Lawrence told
her patrons. "You must make your-nel- f
as near a free soul as possible."
LIKED TO HEAR THE
FIRE BELLS RING
Winona, Minn., Dec. 1. "The
thought of the wild clanging of the fire
bells, the rising smoke and the red-
dening heavens was too much for me.
I burned over "0 buildings because
the excitement was irresistible," said
Frank Norton to the Winona police.
Norton formerly was employed as
driver of a mail wagon.
He confessed that he was the cause
of the numerous Incendiary fires that
had baffled the police the past six
months.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
. De Vargas.
F. Ji. Chamberlain, Kansas City.
F. N. Elliott, California, Mo.
Jennie Speuce, Cheyenne, Wyo.
Mrs. H. F. Morse, El Paso.
E. M. Biggs, Denver.
W. W. Mossmaii, Chama.
C. H. Eddy, Chama.
K. B. Causny, Chama.
Thos. Peeble and wife, Nipls.
Sam Eldodt, Chamita.
Joseph Eldodt, Chamita.
Will R. Hill, Kansas City.
H. J. Mendenhall, Roswell.
Jas. H. Pershung, Denver.
John H. Fry, Denver.
C. P. Rausch and wife, St. Louis.
F. G. Wright, St. Louis.
Frank Parroon, E. Las Vegas.
F. E. Kelly, E. Las Vegas.
Vergie Hope, Albuquerque.
Mabel Eckhardt, Albuquerque.
J. B. Morris, Denver.
P. Hans Flath and wife, New York.
N. Watters, New York.
J. Frank, New York.
F. G Fuller, New York.
H. A. Beck, New York.
Geo. CKeesboro, New York.
. O. S. Oliver, New York.
L. Winthrop, New York.
Joe J. Eisle, New York.
H. D. Mac, New York.
E. Maye Goode, New York.
Edith Eleanor, New York.
Ellen Nordstrom, New York.
Lotta Marcelle, New York.
R. Hendershott and wife, New .York.
Joe S. Robertson, New York.
Cleo Foy, New York.
Maude Plunkett, New York.
Mrs. Clarita Chiles, New York.
Rev. L. W. Smith and wife, City.
Horace Harper, Artesia.
C. S. Fraser, Kansas City.
E. R. Gerson, Kansas City.
F. R. Wright, Denver.
L. W. Shupp, Las Vegas.
H. S. Godley, Denver.
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
J. W. Roberts, Albuquerque.
S. B. Davis, Jr., Las Vegas.
R. R. Larkin, Las Vegas.
E. D. Raynolds, Las Vegas.
W. S. Davidson, Chicago.
H. R. MacDonnell, Socorro.
Montezuma.
Mr. Sullivan, City.
A. R. Steiner, Kansas City.
E. O. Graham, Kansas City.
J. A. Kelly, El Paso.
Dr. Paul Radfn, City.
H- - C. Yontz and wife, City.
Enrique A. Abeyta, Park View.
A. Avan Valdez, Tierra Amarilla.
Espiridion Martinez, Tierra Ama
rilla.
Ismael Ulibarri, Tierra Amarilla.
Dr. Tannus, City.
Daniel Martinez, City.
H. G. Miller, Denver.
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
Harry G. Wilson, Chicago.
W. S. Harroun and wife. City.
Nellie Sanders, Tularosa.
J. C. Lewis, Albuquerque.
A. B. McMillen, Albuquerque.
Geo. H. Bedford, Denver. '
a. A. Brandon, Denver.
R. E. Curry, St Louis.
P. L- - Dawson, Trinidad.
rebuilt. Hcsidw, the route of Kenui
'peninsula seems likely to develop more
territory than that tapped by the Al
aBKa .Normeru.
There seems no reason for the pur
chase of the Copper River and North -
western railroad by the government.
The snow fall in this section is so
niiieh greater than in western Alaska
that it will be impossible most always
to keep the road open all winter.
The line was built originally to liaul
out Guggenheim copper ore. er'
littl of the land which It laps Is ut
s,
erwards persistent and darker, and
there is early prostration ot the nerv-
ous and muscular systems. Delirium
usually comes on during the second
week, sometimes of an acute and noisy
tne Louneeiiui uuy, uuei ni. ,.v..
ery is very rapid
In former centuries typhus tever
was a common scourge, In times of
war and famine, under the names of
jail fever, camp fever, ship fever and
the like. It is a disease of the temp-
erate and cold zones, and this fact is
regarded as caused to a considerable
extent, by the mode of life adopted by
a great majority of the peoples of cold
countries congregating, as multitudes
of them do, in badly ventilated habita-
tions. From the International Ency.
clopedia.
Typhus is said to be spread by body
lice, but this theory is not yet proved
tenable, so that there are no recog-
nized ways to battle It.
Our boys would simply have to face
the ravages of this disease. So viru- -
lent is it that a man, stricken at noon
Of course our knowledge of preven-
tive medicine, which has been adfled
to so greatly in recent years, will help
us In our battle with the other two
foes smallpox and yellow feve-r-
shmilfl wa invade Mexico. In fact, we
"
-
Icould easily render Vera Cruz, a for -
cemetery. Here they were blindfold-
ed and at word of command, the
squad began shooting from repeating
rifles.
"The condemned men were only 50
feet from the firing squad and of
course they went down like a shot, a
dozen bullets in each. It Is curious
to note, as an Indication of Mexican
ferocity, that after the men sank to
It's not bullets and It's not glory
that war with Mexico is going to mean
to the "boys in blue" it's disease, the
three most horrible, loathsome,
dreaded diseases in the whole calen-
dar of contagion!
Typhus.
Smallpox.
Yellow Fever.
These are the awful pestilences
that threaten to overwhelm any army
that shall invade the land of Huerta.
They, together, have a mortality of
80 per cent of all the persons they
once attack a far greater killing pow-
er than lead and powder ever could
claim!
Typhus comes easily first in this
category of horrors. Typhus is the
war disease. You can find its history
on all those pages of the story of the
world which tell of war, famine and
poverty.
In Mexico typhus Is always present.
Its original stamping ground is on the
plateau to the south of Torreon, but
that means nothing during war.
Troops, moving from spot to spot,
can carry enough contagion to envel-
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER ON MEXICAN SIDE OF BORDER WITH
ope very quickly the whole of this
country In a death-dealin- epidemic
This is not idle chatter; there have
been typhus epidemics In Mexico dur-
ing the very recent insurrections
notably at Juarez and there will be
again the minute war comes, bringing
about the usual unsanitary conditions
that always follow in its wake.
What Typhus Fever Is.
(By a Medical Expert.)
Typhus is an acute, specific and
highly contagious fever, endemic, and
also prevailing in epidemics, especi-
ally in times of destitution and in the
presence of overcrowding and bad
ventilation, presumably due to a mi
as yet undiscovered,
and attended with no characteristic
lesion of the tissues, as In the case of
typhoid fever, but with serious altera- -
It is ushered in by an abrupt onset,
with marked nervous symptoms, rheu-
matic pains, rigors aud headache. A
maculated eruption appears, most
commonlv on the fifth day of the;
f oiwhtiv oiovntoH.. . snnts.
uiocaoc, ui out)""; j
disappearing on pressure at first, aft -
caught. After that they began look-
ing for sympathizers of the Huerta
cause who had been especially active
before the downfall of the city. The
two men whose dead bodies appear in
the picture were, after they had been
condemned, placed in the center ot
the firing squad of about 30 rebels,
and marched about three miles out
from the middle of the city to the
U '
GEO. GHESBORO WITH THE
GIRL FROM MUNMS
Staff Photographer Durborough
sends the above grewsome war pic-
ture from Juarez, the Mexican city
which the rebels under Gen. Villa cap-
tured the other day. Says Durborough
In a letter to the New Mexican:
--The firsr two days after the cap-
ture the rebel firing squads executed
every federal officer who could be
"THE GIRL FROM MUMMS" the night. The dialogue Is clever and the
dainty Parisian musical concoction music entrancing. From the scenic
with Miss Olive Vail, will be the at-- and electrical standpoint the produo-tractio- n
at the Elks Opera House to-- tion is innlmltatable.
alwaysNew Mexican Want Ads.
Wing results. Try it. J where they fell"
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r ! COMPLIMENTS TO U. S.SAILORS BY FRENCH EDITORRight end, Gilchrist, Navy.Quarterback, Wilson, Yale.Left half back, Mahan, Harvard.Right half back, Guyon, Carlisle.
Kuil back, Brickley, Harvard.4J
j In the western football territory,
which includes Ohio State on the east
pitching while still young and applied extremity and the University of
this to their work when past the tliir- - braBka on the other end, the consen-Uymar-
:sus of opinion ig that the section
Ville, France, Dec. 1. The United
States battleships Utah, Wyoming and
Delaware sailed from here yesterday
afternoon. As they slowly drew out
the Wyoming's band struck up the
"Marseillaise" and thousands of spec-
tators who lined the shore fluttered,
handkerchiefs and cheered the depart-
ing Americans.
The ships of the American fleet will
DR.E. A. LEONARD
PASSES AWAY
Dr. E. Alinou Leonard, a well known
dentist, who has resided in Santa Fe
for the past seven years, died at 1 p.
m. this afternoon, after a lingering ill-
ness. Dr. Leonard came to New Mex-
ico, in 1!)05, from Boston, Massachu-
setts, and made many friends during
his residence in this city. He enter-
ed actively upon the practice of his
profession about four years ago and
continued his practice until illness
compelled him to give up active busi-
ness, and he took up his residence on
his ranch about a mile south of the
THE RED MEN OF THE BIG LEAGUE BASEBALL
join company off Gibraltar and pro-
ceed together tfl thp Avnroa Thai'6
There are other notable examples namea naH aeveiopeo tnis fall some
which indicate that 30 instead of be-o- f the greatest players it has ever
ing the danger mark is really the line known. A great variety of selections
where pitchers should gain in effec-ar- beinB made by various experts,
tiveness. Perhaps a dangerous state- - j wllile theI-- is a great difference of
ment to make, but one which can belPillion- - some ot t,le experts select
substantiated time and again. !tne subjoined players for an
Of course the pitcher who does not eru eleven:
take care of himself can't expect to Ends: Solon, Minnesota, ' and
be drawn into the classification. But Kockne, Notre Dame; tackles, Butler,
the fourth division, nomnrisinir the
Connecticut, Ohio and Kansas, will
proceed for Guantanamo, where the
ships will coal, .prior- - to sailing for'city, where he rallied for a time. A
few weeks ago he suffered a relapse
since which time he has gradually
Mexican waters.
The American sailor men won allWisconsin, and Brown, South Dakota;
guards, Allmendinger, Michigan, and
feeler, Wisconsin; center, Des Jar- -
failed, 'culminating today in his death.
Dr. Leonard .was a member of the
Masonic fraternity.
Arrangements for the funeral will
be announced later.
rien, Chicago; quarterback, Dorais,
Xotre Dame; halfbacks, Craig, Michi-
gan, and Norgren, Chicago; fullback,
iCicheulaub, Notre Dame.
the man who goes along wisely, hus-
banding his strength, can twirl al-
most indefinitely.
Earl Moore isn't a spring chicken
any longer. But lie can pitch a ter-
rific game as many teams will bear
witness to. Ed Reulbach is another
of the Hame kind. Look how long
Clarke Griffith stuck to the slab. Cal-
lahan could pitch good ball when past
30. The list is nearly endless.
heatrs during their stay in the riverThe newspaper L'Eclairer , d'Nice
voices the general sentiment in an
editorial in which it says:
"Now that the fine American naval
division is leaving us, we should like
to place on record our admiration for
the remarkable good behavior of the
crews, not only aboard their ships,
where the discipline is strict, but
THE WEATHERLAST DAYS OF POMPEII
COMING TO SANTA FE.
temperature yester ashore. Althogether they behaved likeThe range of
day was from 28 real gentlemen. Their bearine wasto 14 degrees; the
average relative humidity was 52 per irreproachable; their manner showedDEAF SCHOOL 27:
U.S. INDIANS. 20 cent. It was a cool, generally cloudy l00" education and frequently roseday. A light snow fell early tills ' above mere naval politeness. They
morning from 4.55 a. m. to 5,'!5 a. m. tauK'" s French, who pay no heed
amounting to 0.01 of an inch. The j 10 tllR Marseillaise, a lesson when they
temperature Saturday was from 27 tostood riKld!y t attention during the
44; the average relative humidity, 7 j rendition of the Star Spangled Baiv
per cent. jne';
Mr. George Kleine, whose name has
lii fome a household word all over this
since he first launched his
invn'elous photo-dram- a production of
"Quo Vadis," is also sponsor for the
beautiful six-pa- photo drama "The
Last Days of Pompeii," which is an-
nounced for three nights at the Elks
Opera house, December 15, 16 and 17.
This new production is a photo drama-
tization of Lord Bulwer Lytton's fa-
mous novel of the same title and
adheres closely to the text. The
pathetic yet hopeless love Btory of
the lovely blind flower girl Nydia is
related in pictorial detail and finds a
secretary Daniels, whentoday the mercury stood !(hR .,,, HM V",At 8 a. m,
In a most exciting game of basket
ball played Saturday on the grounds
of the U. S. Indian Industrial School,
(between the boys of the New Mexico
School for the Deaf and the Indian
j boys, the deaf boys came out victor-lion- s
by the score of 27 to 20. It was
ia hard-foug- game from shirt to fin
jish and both teams found themselves
tired out when th9 last whistle was
blown.
at 36 in Santa Fe; in other cities the
temperature was as follows:
l " iiiwt IIU111 117
saw. He intended to edupate the
crews, but he also ertnfnteil no h
Amarillo, 3S; Bismarck, 34; Boise, 30; showing us such splendid ships andCheyenne, 20; Dodge City, 42; Duran- men,"
go, 28; Flagstaff, 20; Grand Junction, ;
32; Helena, 30; Kansas City, 52; Lan-
der, 20; Los Angeles, 40; Modena, 28;
Oklahoma, 48; Phoenix, 42; Portland,
It was erroneously stated in this pa i " "All the wondrous beauties of the rFriday that the Indian boys woniTi
",
'dent city of Pompeii and its sur- -lit tame on November la bv Hie score ;,..Lf TmB, so thrilllngly described in,9s tn oi w The !44; Pueblo, 38; Rapid City, 34; Rose- -
ASHANTEE INVITES
AMERICAN NEGROES.
Guthrie, Okla., Dec. 1. A formal in-
vitation from a royal chieftain of
Ashantee, West Africa, to the negroes
of Oklahoma, Kansas and Missouri, to
Indian boys have never defeated the ' " ,Z .ZJ: X rg, 36; Roswell, 36; Salt Lake, 30;deaf boys, though the Indian School, vtures that are a delight to the eve athas much greater number of pupils to i,,, times. "The Last Days of Pom-i be represented by the r team. ,peii," as produced by Mr. Kle ne ranks
San Francisco, 54; Santa Fe, 34; Spo-
kane, 30; Tonopah, 20; Williston, 24;
Winnemucca, 30.
Local Data.
Highest temperature this date lastamong
the big photo drama achieve
itnents of the age.ALL AMERICAN TEAMSFOR EAST AND WEST. year, 40.
Lowest temperature this date last
PITCHER JACK COOMBS
IS OUT OF HOSPITAL,
locate in that country, is to be deliv-
ered soon at Boley, Oklahoma, a ne-
gro town. Notice that Chief Albert
Sam, of Akim tribe, Ashantee, would
start for America with the invitation
was received today by the committee
in charge of the "back to Africa"
movement here.
Sixty-fou- r acres of land have been
promised the American negroes by
each of the twelve tribes, on which to
build modern cities. Any unoccupied
farm lands are also to be given to
them so they may teach modern meth-
ods to the tribes there.
New York, Dec' 1. Although tin
football season of 1913 ended official-
ly with the playing of the Army-Nav- y
game here Saturday, the leadbsj
coaches, players and authorities sus-
tain gridiron interest during the early
days ot December, by selecting
and teams.
Several of the leading gridiron In-
structors and authorities are still puz
HERB THEY AUK THE RED MEN OF THE BIG LEAGUE! NO WAR PAINT, NO FEATHERS, BUT
THEY'RE INDIANS JUST THE SAME. FROM THE LEFT TO RIGHT CHIEF MEYERS, THE FAMOUS
BACKSTOP OF THE GIANTS AND JIM THORPE, THE CELEBRATED OUTFIELDER OP THE NEW YORK-
ERS. THIS PICTURE WAS SNAPPED DURING THEIR RECENT 'ROUND THE WORLD TOUR AND SHOWS
MEYERS WITH THE BANDAGED THUMB THAT OLD DAME MISFORTUNE HANDED TO HIM DURING
THE BIG SERIES BY WHICH THE PHILADELPHIA AMERICANS WON THE WORLD'S BASEBALL
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 1. "Jack"
Coombs, the Philadelphia American
league club's pitcher, who has been
a patient in a hospital here since be-
fore the world's series last October,
left the institution today. Coombs
contracted typhoid of the spine during
year, 23. ,
Extreme this date, 41. years record,
highest, 59 in 1874.
Extreme this date, 41 years record,
lowest, 8 in 1871.
Weather Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Tonight
snow and much colder; Tuesday gen-
erally fair and colder.
For New Mexico: Tonight and Tues-
day snow in north portion, cloudy in
Bouth portion, probably rain; colder.
Weather Conditions.
The barometer is low in the South-
west this morning, with storm center
in northeast Arizona and northwest
New Mexico, whence the barometer
increases rapidly to an area of high
pressure over the North Pacific coast.
Much cloudiness is present over the
western country, and precipitation
last spring's training season. Coombs
expects to be in shape to join the Ath-
letics next year.
zling over the problem but the ma-
jority, having confined their ehoi e
to eastern combinations, the
eleven, by early consensus of opin-
ion, appears to be as follows:
ALTHOUGH HARRY DAVIS' NAME DOESN'T SHOW IN BOX SCORE, HE IS A
POWERFUL FACTOR OF WORLD'S CHAMPION ATHLETICS.
PRESIDENT OF MONON
GOES TO SOUTHERN.
New York, N. Y., Dec. 1. Fairfax
Harrison, president of tne Chicago, In-
dianapolis and Louisville Railway com-
pany, was today elected president ot
the Southern Railway Company to
succeed the late W. W. Finley.
Fairfax Harrison Is 43 years old- -
ENGLAND CHALLENGES
FOR POLO MATCH IN 1914.
London, Dec. 1. The Hurlingham
Polo club today forward challenge to
the American Polo association for a
series-o- f cup ma'ches in 1914.
Left end, Hogsatt, Dartmouth.
Left tackle, Talbott, Yale.
Let guard, Ketcham, Yale.
Center, Marting, Yale-Righ- t
guard, Pennbck, Harvard.
Right tackle, Ballin, Princeton.
When 34 years old he was appointedlins occurred in parts of Missouri, New
'
'''
Colorado assistant to the president of theMexico, Arizona, Utah, Southern. . Three years later, he be ,. . Wyoming and North Dakota. While
temperatures are moderate, it is colder came vice president of the road. Hefilled this office, nearly three years, re-- .in the Salt Lake basin. Conditions
favor cloudy weather, with snow and m 10
much colder in this section tonight; ldell1? Pf.t!l? Wonon which is con- -
Tuesday generally fair and colder. ville and Nashville railways.
GREAT BRITAIN WILL
It's hard to imagine Connie Mack,
thrice winner of the world's baseball
championship, following another man-
ager's footsteps; about as hard as
electing a republican in
Texas.
Cannie Connie is usually out in front
ring-tailin- the field, but he inn't too
wise to learn, which is a rea-
son why he developes world's cham-
pions. Other reasons are Collins,
Baker ,eto.
When Mack heard Comlskey had
signed an assistant-to-the-manage-
brain machine turning out base-
ball patterns clicked. The idea
echoed like a winner, and Mack need-
ed one, not having had a world's title
for a whole year.
Harry Davis, who had been lead-
ing a hard life in Cleveland, was sign-
ed as assistant manager. And he
made good. Just how good is more
IF GERMANY IS WILLING
London, Dec. 1. The grefetest ob
Mr. Harrison is a native of New
York City. He is a son of Burton Har-
rison of this city and a brother of
Francis Burton Harrison, governor
general of the Philippines.
stacle now standing in the way of Eng-
land and Germany being officially
represented at the Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition, in San Francisco, accord-
ing to a special article in today's
How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that con- -Times, is the reluctance of either the
German or the British government to Mt De cuvea W "au 8 atarrn uure.
take the initiative in asking the other j F-- J- - CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
to reconsider the decision whereby We' the undersigned, have known F
the two governments arrived at a sort Cheney for the last 15 years, and
of agreement not to participate.
The article said that the board of
.trade, as the result of the activity of
a committee of influential men form-
ed late in October to further British
'representation at the fair, is now dis-
posed to support a revised scheme for
a government grant of $500,000, which
the committee consider sufficient to
readily understood upon conning the j
Mackmen's record for the last four
years:
In 1911, wilh Davis on first, the
Athletics "busted'' through the Amer- - j
lean league and then successfully
downed the Cubs and Giants. The
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-
gists.
Take Hall's Family- Pills for
'
ASSISTANT MANAGER HARRY DA-
VIS OF THE WORLD'S CHAM- -
PIONS.
the wrinkles. As a smoother Harry j
was a wonder. He proved as effective
a3 the bludgeons of Baker, Collins and
Mclnnes.
Barry and Collins were-bette- than j
ever and their trouble killings proved
the undoing of many an attack. Back j
of them was Davis. j
To the casual spectator Davis is an j
enable Great Britain to be adequately
represented. It is understood that in
case this plan is adopted the com-
mittee itself could find further finan-
cial assistance;
The Times says it seems Incredible
that the national desire should be
thwarted by a question of diplomatic
punctilio, but if this really Ib so, there
seems to be an opportunity for useful
intervention by a third party.
fag end of lflll Davis was slowing up
and "Stuffy" Mclnnes filled in at first.
His hitting was better than Davis', but
in the world's series Davis weut to.
first, Mclnnes being allowed to retire
the last man in the final game.
In 1912 Davis started to manage the
Cleveland team, but stubbed his toe,
an assist being awarded the Nap play
(ordinary coacher. Most of his work j ELKS'THEATREis done off field or at morning pract--
ice. He has uncanny ability to dis-- !
SATISFACTION DEMANDED '
FROM TURKS BY RUSSIA,ers on the play. The Mackmen slump j
ed to third place.
Lack of harmony, breaking of train--
ing and other excuses were made for
cover signs of weakening in a pitcher,
and on his word the Mackmen start
their irresistible attack.
Mack had as good a team, in 1912 as
in 1913 and the opposition was weaker.
But he din't have Harry Davis in 1912.
The obvious answer is the assistant
manager, even if. you don't see his
name in the box score.
the team's failure. There certainly
was dissension. Barry and Collins
were at odds and there were others
who thought their comrades were
about as intelligent as a contested de-
legate. . ,. ,
Mack needed a harmonizer and sign-
ed Davis. Not to play, but to smooth
London, Dec. 1. Dispatches from
Constantinople report trouble between
Turkey and Russia over the reported
suicide in prison at Constantinople of
Kavakil Pasha, who was sentenced to
death for the murder last summer of
Schefket Pasha, grand vizier and mi-
nister of war. Kavakil was sentenced
while still at large but he was arrest-
ed a week ago aboard a Russian
steamer on the representation of the
Turkish police that he was a common
murderer.
The Russian authorities, when they
STAR TWIRLERS
BEST AFTER THEY
HAVE PASSED 30
BEATRICE BALFOUR, ;..
One of the Prima Donnas in the Delightful Opera, "The Rose Maid."
The entire country fell in love last zation appearing in this delightful
season with the lilting airs and deli-- 1 worli. last year's three organizations
ample. Although a wonder when he
joined the Giants after emerging from
the campus he has steadily advanced
in science. His work in 1912 and 1913
was the greatest he ever has demon-
strated. In fact it is said no. pitcher
ever did finer work than he showed in
the world series against the Red Sox
and the Athletics.
He hasn't the old speed and zip on
the ball. But notice how he studies
the situation and then proceeds to go
December 1st, 1913
SEEEHAN AND BECK
PRESENT
THE DAINTY PARISIAN MUSICALCOMEDY
The Girl
From
Mumms
WITH
Miss Olive Vail
and
Perfect Cast and Chorus
A Parisian Musical
Sensation
Effervescing: with Sparkling
Tunes and Tripplinff
Melodies.
cious comedy of that charming opera
series alone he demonstrated that
he is far from through. The truth of
the matter is be never pitched finer
ball than against the Giants.
Plank was far from fit last season.
He was 12 years older than when he
first joined the Athletics a lad just
out of college. And it forms an Inter-
esting study to see just how he com-
pared in 1901 and 1913. We find him
pitching in 28 games in 1901, winning
17 and losing 11. In 1913 he pitched
exactly that number of times and won
18. Yet he wasn't feeling "well most of
the season.
Plank never was what you could call
a rugged southpaw. He was much on
the same order as Doc White of the
White Sox. But the years after he
learned that Kavalik was wanted for
a political crime, demanded his prompt
release. This Turkey refused, and
again sentenced him to death at a
new court martial. The story of his
suicide is not believed. It is supposed
he succumbed as a result of police
"The Hose Maid" which had set New
York to "Turkey Trotting" when its
tuneful dances were exhibited on
Broadway. Few successes in recent
years received the instant indorsethroueh with his Dart of the program.
methods taken to extort information
regarding the doings of Prince Saba- -
It was a pity that Merkle and other
Giant players have partially robbed
him of the glory which really belongs
to him. And Matty is past 30 now- -
Then think how Old Cy Young. He
pitched for more than twenty years.
heddin, chief the Young Turk party
and other opponents of the present
Turkish regime.
Chicago, Dec. 1. Authorities differ
as to the averaee length of a pitch-
er's usefulness. Some claim a twirler
begins to go back once he has passed
his thirtieth year. Others hold that
28 is the limit after which the descent
is made.
These remarks serve to impress
the fan with the wonderful records set
by Eddie Plank, Christy Mathewson,
and "Old" Cy Young. All of these
mighty pitchers were at their best aft-
er their thirtieth year. A few vital
figures will clarify matters a bit.
First of all there is Plank a man
38 years of age. Although twirling
magnificent ball for the Athletics dur-
ing his entire career there, his best
years were in 1912 and 1913; 1911 was
also a splendid season for him.
It is the opinion of the majority,
however, that he was more valuable
this year than ever before, despite the
fact he (ailed to work in as many
being condensed into one especially
for this season. Music lovers are thus
assured the best singers, dancers, and
comedians that could be selected for
the big cast. The chorus has won the
title of "a rosebud garden of dancing
girls."
"The Rose Maid" was staged by
George Marion, whose directing gen-
ius was responsible for the life and
gayety of its sister opera "The Spring
Maid" and a host of others. This sea-
son "The Rose Maid" company with
the Werba-Luesch- production is un-
der the personal direction of Frank
C. Payne, for seven years associated
with Henry W. Savage's big produc-
tions and the past two years general
manager for all the Werba-Luesch-
attractions. His organization is one
of the leading first class companies
now on tour and the presentation of
the beautiful opera in this city prom-
ises one of the real musical " and
dancing treats of the season.
NEGROES QUIT WYOMING
FOR THE SOUTH.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Dec. 1. An exodus
ment that theater-goer- s extended to
this brilliant work, announced for the
first time here at the Elks theater on
Friday, December 5.
For six months the pretty music of
"The Rose Maid" was the toast of
New York until its success carried
the piece through the entire summer.
"The Rose Maid" is the first and only
opera since "The Merry Widow" to
enjoy an run on Broad-
way. Last season its tour was con-
fined to the larger cities so that it
now being presented before its melo-
dies and comdy have become stale.
The production is one of the most
elaborate furnished a musical come-
dy, The company is the only organi- -
passed his thirtieth birthday have
been well spent gaining knowledge of
the science of the game. He under-
stands batters now and how to pitch
to them.
Isn't it a fact that a man after he is
30 years of age doesn't possess quite
the stuff on the bail he once had, but
is more valuable because he knows
how to pitch? It's worth more than
Twenty of these were spent in the ma-jorswith Cleveland, Boston and St.
Louis. When a man of 40 he pitched
a no-h- no-ru- n game against the Yan-
kees. He was nearly 40 when he did
the same thing to the Athletics.
He was pitching for an average be-
tween .700 and .500 all thenime prac-
tically when past 30. Only a couple of
times did he fall below. "Old Cy" was
another of thoBe wise pitchers who
of negroes from Wyoming is in pro-
gress. Last spring and summer rail-
roads operating In the state imported
hundreds of negroes from Southern
states, using them as section hands.
16 MUSICAL HITS 16
Before I Had the Measles" CLEO.
SEATS OX SALE A TZOOH DRUG STOREThe negroes find Wyoming weather
Prices, 75c, $1.00. and $1. SOja passing thought anyway. too severe for their comfort and are
returning South as rapidly as possible.Christy Mathewson is another ex-- tried to learn the arts and crafts ofgames as formerly- - In the world
MONDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1913. SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. PAGE FIVE
r-- t 1 1 II I i MORE DYNAMITING
INDICTMENTS RETURNED.PERSONALS ASKS $35,000 FORt FOR RENT House, Bath, Range and Electric Light- s- UNCLE SAM NOWASKS FOR THE
DISTILLERY
i,
BIG
REDUCTION
m m m m m
HIS INJURIES
Indianapolis, Ind., Dee. . Harry
Jones, secretary and treasurer of
the International Association of Bridge
and structural Iron Works, and George
Colonel Ralph E. Twitehell. of Las
Vegas, is at the De Vargas.
Colonel K. W. Dobson, well known
Duke City attorney, is at the .Monte-- j
, Assistant I'. S. District Attorney K.
C. Wade, Jr., argued the ease of the
Tinted States vs. the Farmington Dis
Opposite Elks' Opera House. Price, per month. .. .$40.0?
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
Chapelle Street. Price, per month 22.00
6- - Room House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
Washington Avenue. Price, per month 35.00
7- - Room, Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenue
Three Months, (No Children). Price, per month.. 50.00
House, Furnished, Good Location, Bath,
Electric Lights, Etc. Price, per month 45.00
tillery company before Judge William
H. Tope this morning. Mr. Wade of--
I'ered in evidence the judgment and
zii ma.
Attorney S; Ii. Davis, Jr., Ik here
from the Meadow City on legal busi-
ness.
Dr. T. P. Martin, of Taoe, who was
K Davis, an iron worker, were indict-
ed on charges of conspiracy to tran-
sport unlawfully, dynamite and nitio
glycerine, by the federal grand jury
which reported today. The Indict-
ments were based on Davis' alleged
confession.
JOHN JOHNSON FILES SUIT AGAINST
VICTOR AMERICAN FUEL COMPANY
ALLEGING LOSS OF AN ARM,
BROKEN BONES AND BRUISES.I in the city over Sunday returned homeO. C. WATSON & CO.
sentence of (lie court against James T.
Fay formerly manager of the distil-
lery, which judgment and sentence
grew out of the case of the United
States against Fay, leading to his con-
viction on the charge of attempting to
IN ALL
MILLINERY
MRS.W.LINDHARDT i
125 Palace Ave.
this morning.
Former Territorial Treasurer Sam- - REALTY OUERATOR TO
BUY BOSTON CLUB.I.uel Kldodt, of Chamita. is at the De A suit wus filed In the U. S.
court this morning by John John- -Vargas hotel.
Antonio l.ucero, secretary of state,
defraud Uncle Sam of $:t.3u in taxes, i '
The distillery which .Mr. Wade asks' I Now York, Ik-o- . 1. The retirement
to have forfeited to the government '.of President .James MeAleer, Secretary
is said to be-- ' worth about $2. win- and ; Robert McRoy and former Manager
jnnd family, have moved into their new
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
Phone, 189 J.
1 1 9 San Francisco St., : : Santa Fe. New Mexico botl, Miss Frances Abbott and Miss
the brandy in it, $1700.
Fay began his jail sentence of six
sou asking damages in the sum of
$m5,OUO from t lie Victor American Fuel
Company. The plaintiff alleges that
a car belonging to the company ran
into him, injuring one of liis arms so
that it had to be amputated at the el-
bow, breaking a bone in His foot and
causing other bruises.
Attorney A. T. Hanuett, of Gal-
lup, is attorney for the plaintiff.
mouths on Saturday. lie will serveJane Abbott. The Abbotts had been
visiting Judge and .Mrs. A. J. Abbott lout his sentence in the U. S. jail.
home on "Garcia street.
It. P. Ervieti, state land commision-e- r
returned yesterday from an extend-
ed trip to Washington, D. C.
Captain Fred Fornoff returned to
Santa Fe last night after an extended
trip to the Houthern part of the state.
11. S. Craves, member of the corpo-- !
ration commission, returned today:
noon from his Thanksgiving vacation.
1 M I I M I I I I I I I I I I I II i at t lie Rito, where they took Thanks-
Jake Stahl from oweniship in the Bos-
ton .American club, is said on good
authority here tonight to have been
affected through the sale of their
stock, aggregating a half interest in
the club to Joseph II. I.annin, a Long
Island real estate man, for upwards,
of $220,000. On December 10, it is
said, the formal transfer will lie af-
fected and new officers elected.LOCAL ITEMS.
;giving dinner. On the homeward trip OFFERS AN ALIBIthe coyote crossed the road audi ... iLAVE CA5EDouglas Walker "got him." Judge Ab-- j
bott says the roads are line now, the! C'lioyciuie, nyo., Dec. I The
'cold weather and dry air doing much r"lted Slates today completed its caseito put them hi shape. against Hoy Montgomery, mayor of
IF YOU WANT TO BE ADMIRED !tiill'llt', ''"J ! charged with three vio- - j
'AS A DRESSER BUY A HART, j1""0118 "f the- Mann "white slave" net.
SCHAFFNER & MARX SUIT, THIS 1,l('ti0 ws devoted o evidence:
WEEK'S SPECIAL AT THE H UB '" l"'llillf ot' defendant. Montgom-- ;
SALMONS. j01'' ofl-'i'- an alibi in one. instance, and
Scarlet Fever There are several ,he fw' "Ihi-r- a couylito denial.
cases of scarlet fever in the city. It; Pearl Marsh and Mrs. Pert. A. Good--
is estimated that four youngsters are man, the latter until recently Miss'
Everything in mil
than its real value-
nery now for less
Miss A. Mugler. :rbSujxBUY ROOFING
' Mrs. John R. McFie, who spent the
past week visiting her daughters in
Albuquerque, returned home last
'night.
R. R. Larktn, well known represen- -
;tative of a publishing company, nr-- I
rived last night from Las Vegas on!
business.
Hr. J. H. Sloan has moved his office j
into the "Old llarracks", which now
houses the two forestry offices, and
Chocolates
THE LARGEST LINE OF LADIES'
SWEATERS IN THE CITY AT SAL-
MONS.
W. C. T. U. A regular business
meeting of the W. C. T. U. will be held
in the parlor of the St- John's M. K.
church on Tuesday at 2: HO o'clock.
Our regular fresh stock of the best
u? cigar made, Corlo at Zook's,
down with the dread disease. Cards iJennis Young, swore that in February,
.of warning have been posted so tliat J 1 2, Montgomery met them at "Had-- !
visitors may know of the danger. don Hall" in Denver, induced them to
New Time Table The Santa Fe 'agree to go to Gillette. Wyo., to enter
railway will put its new time table ian establishment called the "Pea
jthe chamber of commerce.
Miss Helen Winter, who represented
j Santa Fe's high school at the state
oratorical contest, returned from
Albuquerque last night after spending
THAT IS GUARANTEED FOR
15 YEARS The Rexall Store.
All other chocolates seem
just ordinary after you once
try dfyw'tif They are just
as pure and wholesome as they
are delicious. We secured the
agency for the Htiyler line
knowing there is nothing- fmer
and because we know too that
.into effect December 7. The new table"! Green' that. he. paid their way to Gil- -
a week there.
Trinidad C. de Baca, state game
warden, left today for Las Vega3
where tomorrow he will receive 71
cans of trout for distribution along
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR, lias not yet been received here, but ilette, traveled to that, town on the
CARPETS, RUGS AND LINOLEUM from advices sent .o the local agent, it,a me train with them, nml that they
EASTERN PRICES SALMONS. jit is seen that there will be numerous went to the "Pea Green" resort.
Militia Meeting A meeting of those clinnges. The most interesting one Mrs. Goodman, who lives at Grandinterested in the formation of a new lo Santa Feans probably Is the arrival Lake, Colo., and who was married to
militia company in this city, will meet of So. 10, which will bring Ihe mail iiwt A Goodman, afforest rniicer. in
at 8'clock tomorrow evening at the here at 11: 4 5, instead of 12:20. this city, Nov. II, testitied that at the! i
Armory. Perfumes and Toilet Waters All 'time of Montgomery's alleged intice-- i PeoPK ui l unconsciously
the Santa Fe railroad.
L. B. Woofers, deputy traveling audjitor and bank examiner, returned ye-
sterday from a trip through several
counties in the southern part of the
state during which time he examined
j a number, of state banks.
( IS.' J. Berger, former manager of the
western union office here, writes from
his home in Rochester, N. Y. "O for
a few rays of New Mexico sunshine."
He is just another climate booster for
YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYtYy
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
Shoots Off Finger Word was re-
ceived here today that John Daniels,
who works at Tesuque, shot off his
Iriglit forefinger yesterday while clean-
ing a shot gun.
The finest line or Electrical Glass-- j
ware ever displayed In this city.
Gnagey & Ervien,
'he favorite odors and makers. Almenl that she was only 17 years old.
hig assortment-a- ll sizes and prices. ;bnt Montgomery warned her to say
lie sure to put this down on your list, ithat she was IS or .19. v
Zook's, The Rexall Store. The Marsh woman testitied that
Dances, Dee. 4, 13, 20. There will ;v hen Montgomery learned that she!
be three dances within the next three jhud been subponaed to testify before!
weeks. The first will be on Thursday, the grand jury he told her that tbej
Dec. 4. and will be given by the Klks. less she remembered :the better It
judge the value of our stock
by the individual lines we
carry. We wi.-- be glad to
have you judge this confec-
tionery as soon as convenient.
In package1? from ioc. up.
Everything In Hardware
j r'ouneil Tomorrow The city eoun- - All the latest, tunes, syncopated or tin- - would be for her.
Icil will meet at the court house will be played. The event
morrow night. It will be a regular promises to be a big one in Santa Fe crippl p creek rcriLn
LUDWiU WM. ILFELD.' V,. H. WICKMAM (Santa Fe.
John ('.. Lewis ami A Tt lUrVMIllnn
will society. The second dance will beboth of Albuquerque, and opposing at, i lmoe,,l"s am' ,"'ltters ,of i,1,eim
nrnov. In fm ,, !,.!! iUa Blld acted UPOll. Saturday, the 13th at the Santa Ke H a few tib&BmsmmOUR ENTIRE LINE OF WOOL (!,nl1- " wi" be a part of the social
AND SILK DRESSES GREATLY 1 is a monthly event at the club.water snply company of Albuquerque,are in the city today presenting the
OUTPUT $1,258,149. i
Cripple Creek. Colo., Dee. pro--j
duetion of the Cripple Creek district j
for the month of November, as given:
lout yeslerday by Ihe mill managers,'
totaled S5,7II2 tons, willj a gross bill-- J
lion value of $1,2."X.149, and compares!
favorably with the output of the pre--
ceding and longer month of October,
DUCED AT SALMONS. ' lle 'bird dance will be at the De Var--
LOST A medal for excellence made W hotel Saturday December 2t, Socases
to the supreme court.
Gilberto Mirabal, the latest to join inlo fob. Of no value except to own- - Manager Hall announced this after-er- .
Reward. X, Y. 7,., Mexican, noon. It will begin at !) p. ni. and last
The Civic Department of the Santa until well, like the other one which
Fe Woman's club has postponed the:wafi B111' a brilliant, success. There
meeting called for tomorrow (TueR-- be another dance at the De Var-- i
-- aHENRY KRICKe- -
DISTRIBUTOR OF
LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J Santa Fe, New Mex.
It exceeds the production ol the corre-
spending month of !U2.day) until a later date, which will be gas on January 1, starting a few min-
utes after midnight. New Year's eve
will be ushered in wilh a big dinner.
announced in these columns. CoflVt
WEBSTER'S
INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dic-
tionary ia many years.
Contains the pilh and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field cf knowl-
edge. An Encyclopedia ia a
singlo book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Vage,
400,000 Words. 2700 Pages.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearlyhalf a million dollars.
Let us tell you about thi." most
remarkable single volume.
the ranks of the benedicts in the l,
is at his desk in the land office
today after a vacation of two weeks,
during which time he was married to
Hiss Cecilia Ortega of Concho, Ari-
zona.
Professor Harley Bryant, for years
a teacher in the public schools in
Louisiana, who visited Santa Pe in
11)05 and again in 1907, is back in San-
ta Fe. He is trying to organize a com-
pany to bore for oil on his Oklahoma
property.';
Mrs. Roy of Raton, was a Thanks- -
No Night School Tonight On ac-
follow.count of other meetings, the new night Uancing, to aid digestion, will Ttrcald'iist but.eoTiies
Wll
school will not be started tonight as
had been planned but all interested SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS
are requested lo meet at the Sena high
' UNION PACIFIC TRANSFER.
School at 7:30 o'clock tomorrow even-- ! Washington, D. C, Dec. 1. The fed-
you spoil
ceo of a
once a tiny
it to avt,1
ling for organization. ,erai law ot i:iij, validating convey- -
.Twice Herbert 'ances ot land by the Union Pacific. , , ... .... .. nCdl HIU Id MU bdSC"l61,,ISBUralul "lis cry,, Hnvnn,(ls nf , BP(lmirt imli-;l- ,.. railroad within i(s right of way and
jionny ?
Spoil it liow ?
Poor fol'l'ct! insto
fiiu1
.
Ciwifp- n,,r'i?nn ' I ttxlay presiding at the district Providing for the application of localt left fori , .... , , rules of adverse nossesKion ..... tl oflv) mi, n itu zkiiuifiuii iciuu v;tit: tbefore him, Judge E. C. Abbott being !he,(1 lay by the supreme court, but jhome accompanied by Mrs. Stein, whostopped off at Las Vegas for a visit Wnte for sample
THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable R-
estocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE PONIES. TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS. PROMPT SERVICE.
Phone 139. 3 1 0 San Francisco St.
interpreted as not being retroactive V&-- , k - "A PJKes.fullpar- -
the iltcr- -
so as to make effective occupation
prior to its passage.
The rights of hundreds of settlers
are said to be determined by the de
cision. v'
Is 1 hat all
C1IC0 ?
That's all.
Host, about 1;
disqualified in this case.
WANTED For use during winter
months strong team work horses or
mules. Will pay nominal rent and
guarantee good care. P. O. Box 268.
Mrs. Lowitzki's Will The will of
Mrs. Jennie Lowitzki, who died here
recently, has been filed in the county
clerk's office. She leaves her proper-
ty to her three sons, David, Louis and
with friends in the Meadow City.
P. W. Clancy, attorney general,
leaves tonight for El Paso where he
will again take up the work of repre- -
senting New Mexico in the boundary
suit involving the New Mexico-Texa- s
boundary in the Rio Grande valley. He
will probably be gone several weeks.
"Mrs. Frederick C. Winn entertained
Schilling's
i cup; you
ll' iiV' v ticulors, etc.
V'fevi'VA paper andNfty YA we willY, "4 A VJ i send free
V .A Maps
J v$3rfK iClforrlob.
, evencan't trim that much
with trash.ITS 'RUNNINC
Come Eearly Willi Your
CHRISTMAS WORKi
I have recently arrived from
Chicago and am prepared to do
SLOW-TH- E DAYS
GROW .SHORTER.(
a nuniDer or menus at a tea last flyman. Her personal jewelry is left
Thursday afternoon, which was a very j to Louis Lowitzki who receives her
delightful affair and much enjoyed 'home at 110 Johnson street,
by her guests. Among those present Masons to Meet At the communica-wer- e
lire. W. C. McDonald, of Santa jtion of the Montezuma Lodge No. 1,
AND
.SHORTER
lib, and 2 uioma-tifih- l
cans; cleanly uranulated
money-back- .
re, ivirs. Harry aiuenner or Denver, A. v. A. M.. tnniirht. the annmi.l el- -
first class dress making, as well j
as experienced In Spirilla cor- -
set fitting. Each corset guaran
teed for a year not to break or ,
rust. My parlors are in the Old
and Miss Georgia Sherman, of
j Paul." Albuquerque Journal.
St. ection of oflicer will take place.
Masons are cordially welcome to
'attend the session. 1W SELMM DOT GOODS CO.CHRISTMAS BARGAINS Barracks.MRS. O. B. STUDLEY
201 West Palace Ave., Phone 20J W,
EVERYONE IS BUYING A WARM
SWEATER AT THE HUB N. SAL-
MON.
Santa Fe Girl's Success A picture
of Miss Mary McFie, a Santa Fe girl
was published in an Albuquerque pa-
per yesterday calling attention to her
Why not make HER a real present,
one that will be useful and always ap
DP ;ni r- H. S. KAUNE 8 GO.work with the University Glee clubs
which won high praise at the NewThat times change
THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
MEN'S AND BOYS' READY-TO-WEA- R
SUITS AND OVERCOATS
All Wool Blue Serge for Men, $11 .95 worth $18.
WATCH OUR WINDOWS.
preciated?
.lust think what you can do with a
few hundred dollars now. Note some
of the exceptional snaps below:
Four-roo- house, cellar, barn, chick-je-
houses, garden, fruit, pebble-dashe-
South side. $1,600, part cash, balance
terms.
PriceWhere Quality Governs the
and Price the Quality
AND MEN change: wth
TKEM-5TYLE- S CHAUdC
Too, AND W KEEP UP
WITH THE VAXE- S- BUT
SQUARE DEALfNCf
NEVER CHti6L$. WE
Mexico Educational association's
meetings held in the Duke City.
It is a Good Show Santa Feans
who were in Albuquerque Saturday
night and saw "The Girl from Mumms"
declare that it is a rollicking good
show, with a dozen or more musical
hits to please the ears of those who 210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
large grounds, 3 lots,
houses, sidewalks, good condition,
bledashed, worth $2,200 at least. Can
be had for nearly half that if taken
PHONE 180.THanKsgiving Day
Headquarters
enjoy singing and a dance the
garoo that is sensational in its nov-
elty and "killingly" comic.
are herewith the5ame old .Square. quick.Two houses, north side, largs
grounds, 278x300, room for two or INSURE WITH HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
Thanksgiving Days are
WHICH WOULD YOU RATHER
HAVE: A WELL-MAD- OVERCOAT
MADE BY HART, SCHAFFNER AND
MARX OR A GOOD DOSE OF PNEU-
MONIA? THE HUB N. SALMON.
The Annual Sale connected with the
Guild of the Church of the Holy Faith
will be held on Friday afternoon in the
Assembly Room of the Library Build-
ing. Everything has been done by
the members of the Guild to furnish
a pleasant and profitable afternoon.
Beautiful fancy work and embroidery,
dolies, aprons, home-mad- e candy.
three more houses. Don't faint if I
tell you this can be had for $700.
Three separate houses, 15 rooms in
all, north side, Hillside Terrace, room
for a dozen houses, most beautiful
view in the city, $1,800.
house, splendid condition,
south side, Cerrillos street, two blocks
from capitol, extra large grounds, well,
barn, chicken houses, etc. Steel roof,
- nr
THE MAN WHO WILL NOT CHANGE HIS MIND HAS NONE. THE
MEN WHO SAID TELEPHONES, ELECTRIC LIGHT, STEAM ENGINES,
WIRELESS MESSAGES AND FLYING MACHINES WERE IMPOSSIBLE
HAD TO CHANGE THEIR MINDS.. WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN TRUE
LAST YEAR, ISN'T TRUE THIS YEAR. NEW THINGS ARE ALWAYS
COMING OUT. WE GET EVERYTHING IN OUR LINE AS SOON AS IT
COMES OUT. ONE THING WE STILL CLING TO; IT DOESN'T NEED
CHANGING THAT IS THE SQUAR E DEAL. WE WILL GIVE YOU
YOUR MONEY'S WORTH.
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
days of good cheer--o- f ex-tra good living. Yes, and
right here you'll now find
extra good things to eat,
in extra variety at real
thankful prices,
INSURANCE
Unless you own property that cannot burn
or blow away, see
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
NOW, and not AFTER the disaster.
Roomr8Vn'd'9,"Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N M.
:::: IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,! HAVWARD HAS IT.
sidewalks. What do you think of this Come first
of courseTurkeysPHONE 14. "IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT." PHONE 14 at $1,6001
Houses, furnished and unfurnished.
hpme-- baked bread, pies, cake, salad,
etc. Ice cream, cake, tea, coffee and Lto rent. sandwiches, and last, but not least,
Mother Goose will be there with toysSee "TOWNSEND,"
Dealer In Real Estate. for the little ones. The sale will open
promptly at 3 o'clock.
uy For ash I Tour Postponed. The tour of the
CRANBERRIES,
FRESH OYSTERS,
FANCY HOME GROWN CELERY,
CALIFORNIA HEAD LETTUCE,
SWEET POTATOES,
GRAPE FRUIT,
ORANGES. GRAPES,
TABLE RAISINS.
local company presenting "My Friend
From India," which was scheduled to
begin tomorrow, playing in Carlsbad
and Roswell this week, has been post
The Rev. Irl R. Hicks 1914 Almanac.
The Rev. Irl R. Hicks 1914 Alma
nac is now ready and will be mailed
prepaid for only 35c. Professor Hicks'
fine Magazine. Word and Works, for
one year, aud a copy of this Almanac
for only one dollar. The plain les-
sons on astronomy, and the correct
forecasts of storms, drouths, blizzards
and tornadoes, make these publica-
tions a necessity In every borne in
poned. Moreover, Charles Patek who
1I1ED STATES BANK 8 TRUST CO.
Does a General Banking Business.
i'"" itiiMiiliiiMnxiiiuinm i ,1111 tiiMMiiiimnmimiiiiiiiiM.t
j Your Patronage Solicited
HIIIIimilMlllllll.nilllllKM.IIIIIIIIHiniuUHUH,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, HIIMIIIIMII ( llllli;
N. B. LAIIGHLIN, President. JV. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
J. B. LA.HY,
And we will show you how much you can save. Espe-
cially should you do this with your
Hay, Grain Flour
Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., Calisleo and Water Sis.
. Phone, Main 250.
America. Send to Word and Works
had a prominent part is too ill to
travel.
Fun With a Kodak Lots of it, good
wholesome fun, too. One of our
Kodaks will help you to entertain and
amuse yourself and others. Buy them
ot Zook's, The Rexall Store.
Shoots Big Coyote A fine specimen
of coyote was brought to the city
by Douglas Walker who killed the ani-
mal from an automobile In which
were seated Judge and Mrs. E. C. Ab-- 1
Publishing Company, 3401 Franklin
Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. I S. KAUNE & GO.
Where Price ar B-- st
For Sate Oualitv
Work for the New Mexican, it It
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
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"Money That You Can Put Your Hand On"
I
Branson M. Cutting President
Charles M. Stauffer General Manager
J. Wight Qlddlngs Editor
TheThe most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos,
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
Playing and all out-do- or sports.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
ally, per yeir, ky mall tS.OI Dally, par qaartaa, ky mN 9141
Bally, til monthi, ky mall U.6I Dally, par quarto ky ear tM
Waakly. par yaar (1.01 Waekly, all mantha Jl
Is the Money That You Have in the Bank!
This bank Invites the accounts of young men and women and de-
sires that they form banking connections with this old established
institution.
Banking to the depositor has been reduced to simplicity made
so by the personal service rendered every depositor.
Every person should have a "Reserve Fund" as a safeguard be-
cause there are times when ready cash is absolutely necessary. We
call your attention to the Certificates of Deposit issued' by this
bank. 4 per cent Interest from date of deposit: issued in any
amount; negotiable by endorsement These are a few desirable
features.
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
WML SURPLUS AND PROFITS. $245,000.00.
r Booklet Free on Request r
VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.THE VALLEY RANCH,
All of Today's Newo Today
A FULL MOON THEN. ber from Raton without charge. Ka-to-
Range.
Have to Grumble.
"Some folks keep so busy doing
Juer. They're going to have, oh, such
a good dinner, and I hate to miss it
jand not to spend Thanksgiving with
my chums out there. Why, they're
going to have eighty-seve- mince pies things themselves that they just have
jand ever so many turkeys. Please let not the time to grumble about the
I me go back." way the world is moving. Others
PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 286 EDITORIAL ROOMS 3 Well, the judge did just what you keep bo busy doing nothing mat uiey
and most of the other folks would; think no one else is doing anything
have done under the circumstances, either. Get to work and keep busy
He let the child go. It is no easy and the world to you, at least, will
thing to refuse the call of childhood, seem a better, brighter place." Belen
THE RIGHT SENTIMENT
hi some ways the cupidity of the present times is fairly appalling. The
News.matter ui the and even the lives of the people are considered of no
moment at all when the question of making money is in the weight in the;
1 The Monteznirm HntlTHE EUGENIC MARRIAGE
TODAY'S FAD
especially when that call is for pleas-
ure to the little oiks and something
that is particularly near their hearts.
If the Colorado judge had not possess-
ed this quality of tenderness and rec-
ognition of the needs and the best
interests of the boys and girls, we
would not have the juvenile court
that has become one of the features
of American courts where the rights
SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
Large Sample Rooms. THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
of the kids are adjudicated. We
would not be as far advanced as we
FINAL PAPER IN A SERIES ON THE FUNC-
TIONS OF THE NEWLY ESTABLISHED
EUGENIC RECORO BUREAU THAT WILL
SEEK TO "REGENERATE THE RACE."
Willie asked his father if the moon are.
was inliabitea.
I
The Helpful Spirit.
The heart of humanity is warm and
kind in spite of the fact that some
"Oh, yes," said Pop, "there are
living in the moon."
"Are there many?" queried the
times we think It cold and forgetfulyoungster.
and cruel.
'Yes, lots," was the reply, "far more
By NIXOLA GREELEY-SMITH- .
(Copyright, 1913, by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association.)
Today the eugenic marriage is a fad.
nnMMthan in this world." On last Thanksgiving day the mem-bers of the Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W.
other side of the scales.
The startling news was noticed in the papers the, other day that in the
city of Detroit alone, on the Tuesday preceding Thanksgiving, three tons of
dressed fowls were condemned by the inspectors who invaded the whole-
sale houses.
This was iu one city alone and when the other and larger cities are con-
sidered, we begin to realize how great is the danger before which the
people stand in the matter of bad food which is sold without regard to the re-
sults on health of the purchaser.
All this rejected meat would have gone out into, the cities where it. was
offered for sale, and It would have been eaten on the day Bet apart for one
of thanksgiving, with results that would have been, without doubt, fatal, in
many cases.
It is the result of greed and the desire, at any cost, to get wealth. It is
the natural outcome of the methods of the past that have been gradually and
surely creeping into the political life of the nation where the only thought
has been of gain and the desire for accumulation on the part of the few
who have had the influence and the power to control.
The thought of good to the many has long been lost sight of and the
beautiful sentiment, brought to our attention but a few days ago by the
fiftieth anniversary of a great day at Gettysburg, has been too easily for-
gotten.
"A government of ihe people, by the people, and for the people,'' is a
sentiment with which we should enter upon the duties or every day, but those
who have been in control of national and state affairs in the last quarter of a
century and more, have erased it from their memory as it had the tendency to
interfere with the things which they wanted to do and stood in the way of
their selfish intents and purposes.
We are thankful that a new spirit is abroad and that the time is coining
when the words of the immortal Uncoln will again be made the motto that
will guide us toward a higher destiny and instill in the hearts of all, thoughts
that are not wholly selfish and desires that aid in the uplift of all the peo-
ple of the nation.
'0
"Why then," said Willie, "aren t
they crowded a good deal at half- - La Salle HotelTomorrow it may be an obligation, a
I
1
M
1
moon?
C. A. in the city of New York were
full of rejoicing over the fact that
the world's record had been broken
in the amount that had been subscrib
compulsion. The function of passing
upon the fitness of contemplated mar
riages now exercised by the Eugenic ied toward the fund for the further- - CHARLEY GANN, Prop'rRecord Office, but only for the benefitof those who seek its advice, mustTHE BYSTANDERSEES IT.AS later on become one of the duties oflance of the benefits which these inst-itutions have in hand. In fifteen days
the amount raised reached over one
'million dollars, there being one odd
dollar to the total which was ac
European Plan.
Meals At All Hours.
the perfect state. Or, at least, Dr.
Chas. B. Davenport, director of the
bureau, is most emphatically of that
opinion.counted for by the note which accom-
panied the small gift. The explana If the dreams of this earliest stution given was that the man who do- -
INSURANCE
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
The Best That Can be Bought I
AT ANV PRICE
Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use in-
surance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE
FRANK M. JONES,
Office United States Bank Buildinr
(FIRST FLOOR)
who has purchased the insur-
ance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines.
dent of heredity are ever carried out
jf Elegant Kooms in Lonnec- - g
j tion. Steam Heat, (g
g Electric Lights and Baths. :g
RATES: 75c and $1.00 PER DAY. I
1 MUSIC for DINNER and SUPPER f
241 San Francisco Street. jjI Near S. W. Corner Plaza,Mmmimmmiimmimmimimmi
nated it saw that the donation had
not quite reached the one million
mark which was necessary to be
reached by a certain time, as the
whole amount was for charity and
there was a time limit.
The man who tendered his little
mite was a janitor and he had been
given one dollar with which to buy a
turkey for his Thanksgiving day en--
joyment, but when he saw that there
was a certain amount lacking, he gave
Watch the
Stock Market
Interesting Questions.
The papers read last night at the
Presbyterian church by Mrs. Carroll
and Mrs. Rawson on the subject of
our immigrants, giving personal ex-
perience of seeing them on board
ship as they come over to the new-land-
,
and of a knowledge gained by
work among them in the large cities
of the country, were of very great in-
terest.
We wonder, sometimes, if the peo-
ple who come over here to make their
homes in what we have told them is
the land of the free, find just what
they expect. I have often thought
that they must be disappointed in the
situation, and that the conditions they
found were not what they thought
they were going to meet. It will take
some years, generations perhaps, be-
fore these conflicting nationalities will
be moulded into one great unity in
the mighty melting pot of American
activities, but it will come in the after
years, and is gradually reaching that
point now. It is a wonderful combi-
nation that has been brought here,
with the representations from every
nation on the globe and the only won
goodcompanles,god protection
up his feast and sent the dollar with
the explanation that he wanted to
help, adding, "I love the lost." Did
you ever notice how often we see just
such things as this in the world, at
times when someone is iu want and
the heart of another is touched even
though that one be in close circum-
stances himself?
We sometimes think that, the world
is cold and thoughtless and that the
ones in distress are not considered,
and then comes to our notice some
little thing like the gift of the janitor
wOODY'S STAGE Li
TIME FOR ACTION
At last there seems to be an attempt to do something in the way of an
investigation into the methods of the cold storage combine.
Since it has been discovered that Uncle Sam can buy meats from Aus-
tralia even a .little cheaper than they are sold in this country, the impression
lias been made on that sadly harrassed gentleman that there may be some-
thing in all this talk about the cost of the provisions in this country being due
to the fact that a very large amount of these products are being held in
cold storage for the purpose of holding up the price.
Therefor it has been determined to look into the question, and the at-
torney general has begun a little investigation of his own.
At the first intimation that they were to be examined, the cold storage
men sent to the department most urgent requests for a hearing.
They always do, when any business or combination is in the way of get-
ting discovered and caught with the goods on, they want a chance to ex-
plain.
The fact that the result of the tariff has not been in the nature of a re-
duction in Ihe price of the common things that go to make up the living
cost, has led to the conclusion that the trouble lies somewhere else and
(ho intent of the present investigation is to find out just where it may be.
There is a suspicion that the cold storage men can tell, but that is not the
purpose of their request to be permitted to be heard. They want to be heard
so they can deny.
It is going to be difficult to discover a conspiracy, as that is one of the
most elusive things known to the law, but it may be that a search Into the
method of doing business may result in some arrangement whereby the pres-
ent combination, If any there be, will be broken up and a new arrangement
carried out that will include a readjustment of prices, and the establishment
of some justice toward the ultimate consumer.
It is to be hoped that the strict rule of law will be set aside, and the fact
that there is no actual conspiracy discovered, will not do away with the find-
ing that there is a limit beyond which the middleman cannot go in the
setiing of prices of those things which go to make up the necessaries of
life.
and we see the real sympathy that is
Not the kind you read about In
the Wall Street news, but the
more substantial merchandise
stocks described in the adver-
tising columns.
December Is the great mer-
chandise month of the year.
More goods are distributed at
retail in December than in any
three average months combined.
Often the sales of a single
day in December will equal two
weeks' business in July.
Right now stocks are full and
advertising is at its flood.
Never were appeals more in-
teresting or more numerous.
Never did merchandise have so
many clever tales to tell.
Advertising is mighty good
reading every day of the year
but in December it is just about
the livest and cleverest news in
the newspaper.
in the heart of every man if he will
only give it a chance. I think the j
spirit of helpfulness is growing all the
time, and that more and more we are
Prom
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leave Barranca on the arrival i
the north bound train and arrives ai
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any otn
way. Good covered hacKs and ioo
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial men o take In
the surrounding town. Wire Emsuc.
station.
NIXOLA GREELEY-SMITH- .
der is that we have not had more
trouble than we have encountered.
One illustration given by Mrs. Car-
roll in her paper met the question as
to whether these people had really
found what they came here to seek.
She met in her association with the
social workers in the city of Chicago,
many of the class who did not seem
all of us wanting to aid iii the move-
ment of uplift which is steadily in-
creasing and spreading everywhere.
young men and women will ultimate-
ly be compelled to seek and follow
jthe matrimonial advice which today
Itliey may take or leave as they see
AMONG THE EDITORS.!"
"Three sets of officials are neces
to have the comforts which we look
upon as necessary, and she asked one
of these if he had found in this coun-
try 'the benefits and the comforts that
he expected when he came. He re-
plied that he had and more. This was
his answer: "In the old country I had
One Way.
One way to settle the Mexican ques
sary for the proper enforcement of
marriage laws," Dr. Davenport de-
clares "a state eugenic board, con- - JOHUYES
3
i for my meals, black bread and coffee,
Here I have white bread and coffee
with milk and Bugar in it, and my
children are in school, and are going
tion, probably would be to let those
greasers get a glimpse of the new
dreadnaught Texas. Willard Record.
It's Denied.
The statement that Tammany is to
be reorganized is denied. What Tam-
many needs is not so much reorgani-
zation as obsequies. Albuquerque
It is time that some effective and drastic action is taken to right what has
become a genuine wrong.
o
A WEDDING IN CONTRAST
In quaint Berks county, Pa., a wedding ceremony was held the other
sisting of a trained biologist, a gen-
eral practicing physician of wide ex-
perience and a general and widely ex-
perienced practitioner of law. Under
these three men there should be a
state physician who will issue all
marriage licenses, and there should be
a third body of field workers.
INSURANCE
to get in the world more of a chance
than I had, and that is enough to war
"The work of the state eugenics bu- -
rant my coming to this land."
So, it may be that, after all, this is
the way most of them look at it, and
day which offers quite a contrast with the latest white house event.
It was the sixty-sixt- anniversary of the marriage of Moses Schaeffef
and Mary Groff. He was SS, hale, hearty, chipper, able to walk without a
cane and read without "specs," and with a record of never having been
Hioai.iurt iiv aipknoss a 1)31' in his life' and she. eoually vigorous, was SI.
Have You Noticed,
an(1 its officers beHave vnu noticed that the neonlelreau may illustrat
PRIVATE
AMBULANCE SERVICE
A new and Up-to-d-
Ambulance for the
Transfer of Invalids
Day or Night at Rea-
sonable Prices.
C, A. RISING,
Phone 130 Main.
while we wonder if there is so great who are truly. tjiankfui for the many )ei by an examPIe- - A young man and
a j'uiiiik wuumu pieeeuL uieiiiseiveuSurrounding them were their four surviving children, the youngest a a ninerente, uiey imu n m mo iuiu&b blessings received, have many other
erandmother of 53- and a small army of grand children and great grand expressed by the man who answered DiessinKS showered upon them. Mo- - (with an application, for a .marriage
Mrs. Carroll's question. iriartv Mpssenirerchildren.
When Moses was a boy there were no public schools for miles and miles A. Just Judge. Like Tammany,
All the book learning he got was crowded within two montns at pay scnool i nonce mat senator neieii mug nc jc.sr, umu vww unu tu
each vear until lie had mown big enough to wear'galluses. Then he went to Robinson, of Colorado, has just given; tear his house apart to get out a boat
license, to a state physician. If the law
requires a medical certificate, he ex-
amines the young man and requires
from the young woman a report of
examination by a reputable woman
physician. He examines his files for
data concerning the family histories
of the applicants, so far as they bear
on the traits of which the law takes
cognizance. If he finds insufficient
to
ofthat finest of all schools, work. He learned
to be a carpenter and worked her opinion of the charges that have he had built in the cellar seems
at his trade for 1!) rears- - but later took to farming, at which he is still adept, j been promulgated against Judge Ben have studied Tammany's method
Fire, Life, lAccident
Plate aiass, Etc. Etc
REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Qrants, Etc;
Surety Bonds
Of All Kinds.
Telephone M W., Room U
LAIGIILIN BUILDING,
SANTA FE NEW MEXICO?
had getting a Governor out of his job.Lindsay The senator said sheMary, his good wife, never wanted to vote, never bossed a maid, never '
. ,
.ivkj ai. .i, ,.,ii investigated these accusations and Springer Slockman.No Special Session.
The announcement of the Santa Fe
wore a corset ana never sun neu mumcMiv. .j., iau ,uc uuuec u..o .uo- - had conetaeion that they
provided. Thev have lived a life rich in toil, self discipline, health, sorrows "?f thef
and happiness;-
-
the.r on'spriug fotm a goodly fraction of the bone and sinews , f 7 "h lata Vl a nollo fnr n ynnnvt fnmR. R. Co thnt it will pnv its taxes .
... . .... .field worker within three navs. Ifsidered Judge Lindsay "one of the uer ine ncreaea assesmem oy ne na, amJ fam hjsf are sats.state board it being the heaviest tax l.t, v , ' ,greatest forces for good In Colorado." Hot Chocolate.DeliciousIn connection with this statement payer in the state will obviate the h
of one of the first woman senators cessity of special session of tof i"Zn'mll SfnTZ
ever chosen in this country, I saw one lature it is now generall though! I-- ?ZJJT.?Z Jt? October'! chilly days suggest scawtbiiigwarm for the Inner man.We're ready.
Wet ecrvlof not ehocoMte mad from
of the acts of the judge the other day
which showed the spirit of the man
and the sympathy which he has al
Portales Herald. tion is forthwith denIed. Tf the field
yy3,'119 !?r 5 P worker reports that the father of theIf the Tnited States government vn man n(1 iha , ttlo
cbwcs uiuuuci ; nug iorIts purity, excellence and
delicionaneti of flavor.
ways had for the boys and the girls ; doesn't do something pretty soon ,young man wre brother and 8,Btel. We don't know of any other itor
that asms itfejBrit chocolate-t- oo
eipeulTe, perhepe. It'l different at OURS
who have come into his court. A little Huerta win beHeve us to be as much ;andgirl had been sentenced to the House of a bluffer and joker a8 he , the insanTty In bTd torTtteESI
of the Good Shepherd for detention estimation of this government. Pes- - cmn u
a denied Tfu l
until some matters in connection with slbIv eac1l sIdp ia ., for the chin T. !f W"?
of "old Berks"; they aren't oppressed by worldly riches, but they have amas-
sed enough to keep them in comfort, their neighbors respect them and they
will be missed when their summons comes.
Frank and Jessie Sayre won't be able to live that kind of life, because
times have changed. But should they be spared 66 years hence, we hope
they may be able to look back over a past as well enriched with human ser-
vice and contentment.
0
A Chicago doctor has made a discovery of a cui j for any case of Hind-ness- .
if the news notes are to be believed, the split skirt has done that in
many instances, where the blind man on the street, begging, has been unable
to withstand the temptation of a sight at the latest fashion wonder.
n
A French doctor says that cannibalism is a snre cure for indigestion.
It might be in some instances, but there are some persons to eat whom, would
give the eater spasms, let alone acute Indigestion.
0
In Milwaukee there is a girl who is a student of music who strikes high
C. We do not know how high that is, but we have known them, when there
was a mouse in the room, to strike the ceiling.
n
Someone says that there is a perfect man in Pittsburg. It is rare enough
to find a perfect man anywhere, but how did he get In Pittsburg?
tner1 aouuog too goon tor our jnwuum
A PIPING HOT
CUPFUL FOR' Sc.cAyiautiijuu ui me reasons xnereior.her final disposition could be settled. ,to be knocked oft the shoulder.-- !!- inui lf the young man nave an epilep flemd with dainty, crisp eraclo.
nV$F 5i el", we'll azoteM tt to joo.
Fspanola Livery Barn
LEESE & LOFTUS, PROPS.
Good Teams. Rigs and
Drivers at all times at
live and let live prices.
Closest Route to Cliff Dwellings.
SATISFACTION CUARJUiTEEB
Phone Livery. : : : Espaaola. N.
sue uau ueeu iu iuo nuuie iui me j rnarron News
Detention of Dependent Children, and j They're In Raton,her foster mother was seeking to get nearlvThey are digging up a cityher again. This is the way the elev.3nn vardg oIl1 Nebraaka. If thev
tic brother or sister and no neurosis
appear In the young woman, who is
a second cousin of the young man, and
if the family history is otherwise such
that the physician is doubtful as to
the decision he should render, the mat-
ter is referred by htm to the state
en year old little child begged for
the chance to go back to the home
for Thanksgiving.
"Your honor, please let me go back
to the home for my Thanksgiving din- -
want a few people who will fit beau-
tifully into the scenery after the dig-
ging is complete, and will drop a line
to the editor of this paper, he will un-
dertake to supply a pretty fair num- -
Subscribe for the Santa r ne
Mexican, the paper that boosts a!
the time and works tor the upbuild
ma of our saw State,(Continued On Page Seven.)
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"All is Well That Ends Well" FRATERNAL SOCIETIES j
MASGN.IC. WANTSGeorge
the other. Just as Lot round-
ed the hill and came in range wiln
his brother a quail flew up ir front of
George who, not seeing Lot, fired at
the quail, some of the shot hitting Lot.
One shot plowed its way along the
side of the cheek and penetrated the
th dyspepsia comes nervousness, sleeplessness and grn- -A Ion sr Montezuma Lodgecral ill health. wny f iseeaus'e n uisui-uitc- suunum uuus nn permit
the food to be assimilated and carried to the tilnod. On the othcrhand No. 1, A F. & A. M
Regular communi-
cation firit Monday
of each month at
FOR HKN'T--Desira- ble rooms for
light housekeeping. Modern, 204 Gar-
field. Phone 248 J.
the blood is charged wiih poisons which come from this disordered
digestion. In turn, the nerves are not fed on good, red blood and wo
Eee thuse symptoms of nervous breakdown. It is not head work that
does it, but poor stomach work. With poor thin blood the body ia not
protected against the attack of germs of grip bronchitis consump-
tion, fortify the body now with Masonic Hall at
ear, while another lodged in the i
shoulder and is still there. While the!
injuries received were not of a se- - j
rious character, they might easily
have been otherwise. Las Cruces Re-
publican,
DR. PIERCE'S B
'
'CHAS. E
7:30.
E. R. PAUL, W. M
LINNEY. Secretary.
FOR RENT 10 room house oppo-
site Elks opera house. Bath electric
lights and range. O. ('. Watson & Co.Golden Medical Discovery
That Railroad. j
A party of railroad officials were in
FOR HF.NT Three or six room
house, furnished or unfurnished.
ply V. S. Lowllzki, 22G San Francisco.
an alterative extract from native medicinal plants, prescribed in both liquid
and tablet form by Dr. Jt. V. Pierce, over 40 yeai a ugo.
More than 40 years of experience has proven its euperior worth as an in-
vigorating suunach tonic and blood purilier. It invigorates and regulates
the stomach, liver and bowels, and through them the whole syBtem. It can
now also be had in d tablet form of most dealers in medicine.
If not. send 50 cents in one-ce- stampB for trial box to Dr. Pierce's Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N.Y. .
Santa Fe Chapter No
1, ft. A. M. Regulai
convocation secoue"
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
Raton and again the papers say the
Rocky Mountain is to extend west.
Suffering Moses, how many times!
s
--The Common Sense Medical Adviser,have we to announce "extension" be-fore it extends? In this instance it is I
fore the register and receiver, U. S.
land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on tha
Dec. 9, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Placido Chavez. Kmilio Delgado
J. A. MASSIF,
ARTHUR SEL1GMAN, H. P
Secretary.'said that "this important east and westPerfectionSmokeless ,'v IS A BOOK OF 1008 PAGES HANDSOMELY BOUND IN CLOTH TREATSPHYSIOLOGY. HYGIENE, ANATOMY, MEDICINE AND IS A COMPLETEHOME PHYSICIAN. Send 31 one-ce- stamps to R. V. Pierce, Buflalo. N. Y.trunk line are very certain of mater-jiulizin- g
will-i- the near future. All vU- - Santa Fe Commandery itehiuiades Martinez, Juan Montca
No. 1, K. T. Regular' ' Lopez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
conclave fourth Mon j FRANCISCO DELGADO,
day i,n each mouth at Register.
Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m. NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
jHneles to the complete financing of - - - . ..
the road have been removed am? n-- j Bible delay. a lew days ago the beet loaders at
jtttal financing of the road is only heldj "For those persons, who, despite a;the .Munger weigh station decided to
pending the report of ConsuMns? denial of marriage by the state, hnve 'go on strike, demanding SO centH a ton
j Engineer Freeman. It is understood ,a child, the penally should be sterili-- , instead of 25 cents. When Ilerganjthat his investigations have proven of the male. And the father drove tip he found his 1." loaders
to the enterprise. It is be obliged to support the mo-- ting about the shed whittling and
jlioved that operations will begin early ither and the child during their state swapping varus.
jin the coming year.-Qu- esta Clazette. :nf dependence." -- Xol,linR doin," fiai(l 1)all .,, 1lP).It will, be seen that Dr. Davenport's put the increase up to him, ' you fel- -
Cannot Remember. plan for state enforcement of eugenic lows get back to work." '
j james Whitmore, who was serious-- j breeding has been thoroughly thought1 The r,iniijtes w,.rP obdurate. Some--
JH E. C Department of the Interior,
United States Land OIice.
WESLEY O. CONNER
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
This year's model has improvements
making it the best heater ever made.
Gives quick, glowing warmth where and when
you want it Easily portable. No smoke. No
smell. Safe, clean, convenient Rewicking sim- -
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 30 ,1H1.
Notice is hereby given that the follo-
wing-named claimant Iuib filed nc--
Per-
de-
Santa Fe Lodge of
fection No. 1, 14tb
gree. Ancient and
cepted Scottish Rite
or us intention to make nnai
0I j proof In support of his claim under
on sections 10 and 17 of the act of March
itself. Burns nine hours on a single
of oiL Flat font insures steady heat.
Free Masonry meets
as amendedthe third Monday of each month at3, 1891 (2fi Stals., 854)
plicity
gallon
THE
ty injured eariy mis week wncu nis.""- - l" ""- hi h wnumi-- body suggested arbitration. One of
skidded off the road on ;a wider faith in eugenics than exists, ,i)e 'leaders qualified by suggestingLa Liendre hill, is reported as im- - or Is justified by present knowledge tnill tht,v llsp BRt ()f boxins Kioves
proving. Mr. Whitmore received Hum- - concerning 1 his baby science. For one "f you lick the best man in the
. j. . .cau ociocu in tne evening m the Ne by the act of February 21, 1893 (27Stats. 470) and that said proof willCathedral. Visiting Scottish RiteCOMPANYCONTINENTAL OIL(Incorporated in Colorado) irons internal Injuries as well as p. larany wnicn ne cues as proot ot tne crowd with them gloves go back j.VIasons are cordially invited to attend. be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.Qttp cut on uie neaa. wiHlani Ha-- ; ut ureeuiug, tne t0 worl fol. nuarter and if he licksDenver Pueblo AlbuaueraueButte BoiseCheyenne Salt Lake City
E. C. ABBOTT, 32, j s- Comr., at ( una, N. M., on Dec. 9,
Venerable Master If 1. vlz: Jollu w- Akers of Santa
CHAS. A, WHEELON, Secy. N- w- - for the lot J- - Spc- - 8' lot 1
. .
. . La and 2 and SW4 NV4 Sec. 9, T. 21 N.
Ic-- of the Las believer in the influences of environ- -Vegas garage yester- - vou, yol, uuy ,1B the ;!0 CPIlts
day made a trip to the spot vhere went as opposed to the forces or here-,- " , j
the car fell over th cliff and stated jdity could offer a dozen in relation. 'JX Zi JZ,XV ofZtula morning that it will b. Impos- - Was there more than one great man Hypr s,lal'.,Itilit.-- . in hrinp- lio mnol.).. i.o.l- - m, in the Washington fa mil v. more than
Ithe citv cvr.t in otnrat. !one in the Lincoln familv? 'Hie husky native of beef and brawn
R 1 W., N. M. P. M.
He names l lie following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverso
possession of said tract for twenty
P. O. E.
Santa Fe LodgeNo
460, B. P. O. B. j
holtit Its regulai
on whom the union men staked their
all, was pushed to the front. After
The machine is lodged about 130 feet Where did Poe come from? His
from the road on the side of the hill, father and mother were strolling play- -NEWS OF THE STATE teisior. on the sec years next preceding the survey ot thea go the strikers decidedill is badly damaged. Whitmore is: era and he was adopted by the man! they would go back (o work al the oldjsiiu aazeu. cannot remenioer tne wno eaucatea mm. pirce. ond and fourtt township, iz.:Wednesday cf eact Reyes Lucero. llenrlnue Valdez, J.
month. VHitlnnjj. Salazar, E. A. Miera, all of Cuba,brothers are Invi; j n, j(.
vui.iucui, u. even imviiis oinncu iiu .Many American strains have pro-th-journey to his ranch which came ifjuc.ed several generations showing abig underground tank at the pump--ing station. The screams of the child ' ntarlv being his last. Las Veirfts i.u,iitt.i ti.. k.. t itn t,.. nD.iolnnnfi ' : c- viiitnauii; ICIltTlll, IJH j RHUW Ul JIUI11-- LEADING MOUIE
ACTOR. MAURICE
COSTELLO. SOBS
which has held two men of genius, j
Perhaps, when we are fully in thei
hands of the eugenics, this may be '
ed and welcome.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Exalted Ruler,
C. H. WILSON
Secretary
Burled In Concentrates.
We may live to see the gov
and the girl was saved. The remark-
able part of the affair is that the child
must have been in the big tank for
five minutes or more before assistance
arrived, her dresses probably keeping
her from sinking. Willard Record.
Albino Gamboa, am employe of Chi- - cI'nKed.
The Third Shipment.
S. M. Chase and company on Tues-
day shipped five cars of two and three
year old steers to the Kansas City
marketB where they will be disposed
to the packing houses.
The price received for them Is said
to have been the highest paid for
some time, as the stock was in prima
condition.
This makes the third cattle ship
m6.it of that company this year. Ci
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
jor who knows of any substantial rea-so-
under the laws and regulations of
the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above-mentione-
time and place to cross-examin- e
the witnesses of said claimant
ernment of the United States ask thei New York, Dec. 1. Maurice Coslello.
30 years old, the lending man of the
Vitugraph company, who, Is known all
over the world by moving picture en--
government of France, on behalf of;
some future Thos. Edison, for the
hand in marriage of a future Madame!
Curie.
Hut I doubt It.
Suppose after so many International:
Santa Fe Camp
1.1514. M. W. A.
meets first Tuesday
of each month, Odd
Fellows' Hall. Vis-
iting neighbors
no Copper Company at Hurley, was
drowned in one of the concentrate
bins of the mill plant last Wednes-
day morning. Oamboa in some un-
known manner fell into the bin. He
was last seen about eleven o'clock In
the morning, but was not missed un-
til the same night when he failed to
return home. Search was made, and
and to oiler evidence In rebuttal ofThe Wanderer Returns.
William P. Lambert, after an ab- -
marron News.
jthusiasts, was arraigned in the Coney
Island court before Magistrate Geis-'nia-
charged with beating his wife,
May. On recommendation of the wife
that submitted by claimant.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.negotiations Thomas and the ladyshould not like euch other's looks and
sence of five years, has returned to
jhis wife and two little girls. He has
been in the hospital most of the time
Ogler's since he left, from the effects of In- -
Hunting Accident.
While out hunting nea:
A. G. WHITT1ER, Consul.
P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
the charge was changed to that of dis-
orderly conduct and Costelio wasshould refuse to marry! Even the: A. p.his body was found buried in the con
ranch in the mountains last Saturday juries sustained in a railroad wreck. centrales and water. It is supposed eu. ""am m.gnu :p)liced on probation.
morning Marcos Corona accidentally He arrived Monday from Anacortes, that he struck his head on the side TV" " ' ""', , In her affidavit Mrs. Costelio slated
that her husband, who is also a lect- -snot nunseit
ana aieu m a snort time wasmngion. mis wire, iniiiKing nim!of tne Din wnen faijinK and wasHe was in company with dead, secured a divorce some time ago,
.j ,.Q,.ir..,o ik.i- - k.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
(Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
j Ollice at Santa Fe, N. M Novem- -
ber , HUM.
j v I Republication)Notice is hereby given that Fran- -icisco Mora, of Cuba, N. M., who made
Ismail holding claim No. 527", serial
Love laughs at eugenics! :urer of prominence, came home early
yesterday morning and without causeReyes Quintana, who says that
Coro-- 1 which made a second marriage neces-- cmd have pf,slly' gotten out De- -
na stopped and sat upon a stump tojsnry, so they went before Justice of ;..,, ifi . BtpnRnn nf AlpY T.n,lpall CTDIUF RDAUPN DU
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No
2879, Brother
hood of Amen
can Yoemen.
Meets second
and fourth Mod-day-
of the
month at the
jor justification, beat, her about thejthe Peace Manuel T.nnea wlin iiorfnrni. ... i miiwiiuhA DAUIKir MAT U body with his clenched fists, knocked;rest, resting the butt of the gun onthe stump. In some way the gun slip-
ped and was discharged, the charge
entering Corona's body in the region
of the stomach. Estancia-New- s
ed the ceremony. It has been a week
of rejoicing for his family. Mrs. Lam- -
bert is the daughter of Mrs. John
Rjan. Las Cruces Citizen. i
roner's jury was Impaneled and re-- j " uun,l,u 1 1 her down and then kicked her in the
turned a verdict of accidental death. j forehead. j
Silver City Independent. Uay City, Mich., Dec. Dan Uer-- j Mra C08tcllOi who is a vwy t.p((yi:gan, district field man for the Hay i,onof, .. rf.nmn.inied tn cn,-- t 1,'v
No. 0l."i207, for Lot 3, Section 21, Lots
4. 5 and 6, Section Hi, Township 21 N,
Range 1 V N. M. P. Meridian, has
tiled notice of Intention to make small
holding proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before Juan 0.
Sandoval, U. S. Commisioner, at Cuba.
N .M on the 32th day of December.
Fireman's Hall,
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David GnnzuleaAccidental Shootino
EUGENIC MARRIAGE TODAY'S FAD n Sugar Company, has nM two outers Dolores and Helen ,j
( luuiutu an n uiie uupe u uiui ! ifl an(1 7 vears 0d ,.,.np,.tivelv a,B0 1 I I 44-M- H
, . i"m" i"nafc.-- i ousrmi-ii.i,.- know ii to moving nlcfure-goer- s santa Fa Lodge
Child's Narrow Escape.
A daughter of C. T . Morton,
day pumper at the Santa Fe pumping
station, had a very narrow escape
from a watery grave, Tuesday. The
child in some manner fell into the
it nave proven to ne a very serious is said to be seriously considering the Nvl)ej t(? case wag c;l1(,(J lMl, andit fatal, Injury Sunday afternoon, board, who, after examining all the idea of having him go down to Wash- - jfl.s (osi. llo stepped to the bar Theihd his brother George were out j papers in the case and by the use of jiugton to use persuasive methods on two children who are also exe'eedinglv
! hunting and had separated. Lot its own index to families of the state, heavv weight Democrats, with a view .... ... .' ', ..'
No. 2, Knights of
Pythias meets
every Second and
Fourth Friday of
the month at 8
o'clock p. m.
Meeting In K.
6"'fe n.uu.iu ut.c p.uc ui c uni nnn jrimcio a ucvisjuu wilxi uie itttBL pJO- - ivi niiuv iui uui ucp auai ill rtf thp pnnrt rnnill Tllpv Mt'irtnil tn lli
1913.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his actual, continuous, adverse
possession of said tract for tweDty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Tranqullino Romero, Jose Andres
Archibeque, Celso Sandoval, Felipe
Salazar, all of Cuba, N. M,
Any person who desires to protest
jsob. OosteLlo gave his wife a pitiful
glance and she returned it.
When Magistrate Oeismar asked
.Costelio what he had to say about the
charge he simply shrugged his should
ers, looked back at his children and!
or p. Hall over
Kaune's store.
All visiting
Knights are most
cordially Invited.
STEPHENS, C. C.
K. of R. and S.
(wept. All he said was that he had
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial
reason under the laws and regulations
MyMamma Says
Its Safe
for Children!
iifl W H. F.RE1NGARDT.been drinking. Mrs. Costelio asked)the magistrate to reduce the charge
ias she did not want her husband to go
of the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above-mentione-d
time and place to cross-examin- e
llie witnesses of said claim-
ant and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
FRANCISCO DELGADO.
Register.
jto jail and lose his position. FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
"All I want, your honor." she said, Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
"Is that my husband stop his exces-- ! meeting on the Brst Thursday of eachUive drinking. The charge was sus-- 1 month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m
Ipended and the 'movie man" was Visiting brothers are Invited and wol
placed on probation. jcome.
The Costellos have been married 11 Bllmlu Aniu, rresiaeni.
years. .Mrs. Costelio and her two chil- - "".ir.a, ocuci.d.dren are actresses of ahilitv. Work for tne New Vexlcan. It It
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
ODD FtLLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Santa Fe Lodge
meets regular!)
37 UARIETIES OF
MOSQUITOES COME New Mexican Want Ads. alwaysbring results. Try it.
1 MiiTOpkv
.'Sr. CQMPOUlL k poieVs 1
wwrnaiaatui HONEyTjUl 1
11 CONTAINS DO 0PM 1 i COMPOUND 1
?! OR OTHER HARMFUL f 1
mom .Mr... --pcKOs- 1lis ReeofflmMd for C 3 ..'.trily."...'.. 1
pi Throat. Gil
ill . cHWAGo,n I if srnsiS'.ssr i
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows H..11. Visiting broth
er always welcome.New- York. Bee. 1. Six hundred
mosquitoes braved the chill winds of
New York and came riding into the
harbor.
There were big mosquitoes, little
mosquitoes, yellow fever mosquitoes
and typhoid fever ones 27 varieties in
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
jail. The customs officers thought for
ta few minutes of halting them to see
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
City Attorney. MJZ1
f., & S. F. R'Y
jif they weren't dutiable goods or un- - j Capital City Bank Building,
desirahle citizens. Rut it was seen Rooms 8
jthat they were safe under sealed j Santa Fe, New Mexlec A.F2LE icases, so mat me "cuarge of the 600''was allowed to go on without a hitch.This cargo was brought here by Dr.iDietrich Martini, returning from Pan-jam-
Dr. Martini was sent to the canal
jzone by the German government for(the purpose of finding out. the Ame-
rican secret of ridding the swamps
(there of the poisonous mosquitoes. He
brought back all the specimens in
glass boxes, and expects to carry them
to the Vaterland, where he will make
his report.
Chai. F. Easley, . Chat. ft. Easiey
EASLEY & EA3LF.Y,
Attorneys-a- t aw,
Practice In the Courts and beton
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Ollice, Estsk
cia, N. M.
O. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Liw- .
Practices in all the District Courti
and gives special attention to caiat
TIME TABLE
To Effective January 1st, 1913.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to con-
nect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound,
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.
No. 3 carries passengers to Albu-
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
Albuquerque with "Cut-off- "
train for Clovis and enos Val
j before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlln Bldg., Santa Fe, N. JI
FROM THE RING TO
PULPIT WENT MARK
'The Children's Children"
are now using Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound and
it is to-da- y the same safe
effective and curative med-
icine that their parents
found it. For all coughs,
colds, croup, whooping
cough, bronchitis, hoarse-
ness and tickling in throat,
use it. It gives satisfac-
tory results.
Kittanning, Pa., Dec. 1. From a
Dlizrili.ct tn n nreschpr in nno vour la! ley points.FOR
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Dentist,
OW Spltt Jewelry Store
Rooms l and I.
Phone Red t.
Office Hours 8 a. m. t. I
And by Appointment
the record of Mark Beer, of Wickboro,
who preached his first sermon in the
pulpit, of the Brethren of ChristGrofe Colds Church here on Sunday.Beer's reformation came immediately after he was badly beaten in K NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.match in New York City over a year)
ago, when he took the place of a box-- j Department of the Interior,
er who failed to show up. Although V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
in no condition, he jumped at thej Oct. 30, 1913.
chance to fight in the metropolis. Pre-- 1 Notice Is hereby given that Cipriano
1. ... . r. . 4 V, .. . l.n A .' . . - 1 diai-A- nf Cantn Sa XT IT n.V n n.
Returning, arrive 8na Fe 6:05 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 7 westbeund g
El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fa S:35 p--
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa T It: St
a. m.
Call Centra!" forTrain
Reports.
CONTAINS NO OPIATES battles in this section and won all Sept. 2d, 1908, made homestead entry
A day or so after receiving the
thrashing. Beer, disheartened, wander
ed into a mission and there resolved
to change his mode of life. He return-
ed here and had been studying ever
since.
No. 01315 for SE4 NW4, NE4 SW4,
NV4 SE4, SW4 NE4, section 3, town-
ship 17 N.. range 9 E., N. M. P. Meri-
dian, has filed notice of intention to
make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be- -
Santa Fe, N. VI.The Capital Pharmacy,
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OFFICIAL. FANCY WORK GOODS
ond fiscal year of the state of New j
Mexico, and in quite a few offices the
change will be noticeable. Jose Sena
supreme court clerk, faces the pros- -
pect of working for the next two
years without his salary of $3600 a
that the probate clerk for one quarter
made the charge of $1 but subsequent
ly voluntarily agreed with the countj
commissioners to charge only 25 cents
for recording. As to the statement
that, the probate clerk owes $109.20 for
forged warrants of the Rowe school
gate in every way possible the correct'
ness of our conclusion. We respect-
fully request the court lo authorize
the publication of this report and the
sending of a copy to the traveling ail
ditor.
Having completed our labors, with
thanks to the assistant district attor-ne-
for his untiring efforts to assist
Beautiful line of Stamped
Linen and Stamped Art Cloth,
Cushion Tops and the Pillows
for same. Embroidery Sets and
PmhrrtiH.ru Pino iM Dnu.l fin
district cashed by the county treasur- -
er, we have examined the said war- -
SAN MIGUEL GRAND
JURY FILES A
REPORT
F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.
Auto Odiery Every Hour i Auto Delivery Every Hour
JUST RECEIVED
ANOTHER CAR OF
Famous Empress Flour
rants and we have also investigated
the efforts (hat have been made by
the sheriff and by a former grand jury
to apprehend the maker of the Baid
warrauts and find that every possible
effort has been made. It appears to
us during all our luboi'E, and to other
court officials for the courtesies ex-- j
tended, we respectfully ask to be dis-
charged. Jl'AN P. GARCIA,
Foreman.
FELIPE BACA Y GARCIA, Clerk.
year heretofore paid; also in the
treasurer's office and the state audi-
tor's office, clerk hire hitherto avail-
able is shut off because of the gov-
ernor's veto. In the state department
of education Miss Meyers gets for the
coming year a contingent and travel-
ing expense fund of $500 which she
had not had before. In the supreme
court the contingent fund is cut down
$200; the state corporation commis-
sion closes the year with about $6,000
left in a fund ot $19,100 allowed for
contingent expenses. The mounted
police go out of business because they
are no longer on the payroll.
ciety, the D. M. C. and the Gre-
cian Silk Floss.
Crochet Cottons, Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.
MISS A. MUGLER
MILLINER
AGREES WITH TRAVELING AUDITOR
us to be the province and duty, of the
DOUBLE MILEAGE
DECISION MAKES
BUT SMALL CUT
ON ONE SHORTAGE OF W"AND ADMITS OTHER MATTERS 'the amount of said warrants.
j
MAY HAVE BEEN IRREGULAR, ly assessors of former years, we can
DllT 111 Pmrnil nunc uT I lf'al'n r no authority in law for charg- -
Phone No.4 ANDREWS pll0i!eNo-'- (
WALL STREET.HI DUI in UtlUIUU. rillUO I. . les for making poll tax lists. We be- -ltVrcrt0' the "nd,tor'" "WAS "MISTAKEN." . New Bank Incorporates.The First State Bank of Lake
Arthur today filed incorporation pa-
pers. It has a capital of $ 15.000, di-
vided into $100 shares, and held by
Uegarding the charges that county
! commissioners paid for books which
That the decision of the t'nlted
States district judge, William II. Pope
with regard to charging double mile-
age ''will NOT cut down the revenues
of the lT. S. marshal's office consi-
derablydespite a statement printed
in an Albuquerque paper under a
Santa Fe date line yesterday, was as-
certained by a representative of the
New York, Dec. 1. Underlying firm-
ness was apparent throughout the
forenoon session, although business
continued on a limited scale. The
;
:
i '
VOLUMINOUS REPORT
"EXPLAINS" EVERYTHING the following one are the iucorporat
the territory furnished free, we have
been able to learn of a number of in-
stances where the officers applied to
the territory for books and could not
obtain them. In other cases, books of
0( average of prices was raised fraction- -ors and directors: E. A. Cahoon
ally above Saturday's close. A tem
porary influence was exerted by theThe U. S. marshal, A
estimates that the government's suit against the Ameri
a kind not furnished by the territory New Mexican
were needed. We believe these ac-- ! H. Hudspeth,
Roswell, 10 shares; W. A. Hams, 12
Bhares; E. C. Jackson, fi shares, and
W. J. Mclnnes 122 shares all ot Lake
Arthur. These men are also directors
in the First National bank of Lake
Arthur, and it is said they contemplate
surrendering their national bank
charter and operating in the future as
a state bank. At Its last report the
counts to be correct.
As to the employment of special
jail guards, we find that such guards
financial effect of the decision will be
j to the tune of about two to three hun-
dred dollars a year, and that small
loss will be to Uncle Sam as the mar- -
can Can company, the exceptionally
poor bank statement of Saturday and
the heavy losses in October net earn-
ings by railroads.
Possibility of important supreme
court decisions today hindered conri- -
The San Miguel county grand jury
at ils session which closed Saturdny
n.ade an examination of San Miguel
county with a view to seeing how
nearly the traveling auditor had come
to hitting the nail on the head. The
'grand jury had a copy of the report
land replies to many charges in detail.
They admit that Mr. Earnest's report
was correct in one particular in that
former assessors should be called up
were employed by the county conimis- -
sioners upon a showing by the sheriff shal is on a salary.
that such guards were necessary. The Tim derision Is to the effpet, that
offormal consent of the court does not iwueu serving two papers on the samel Arthur bank had resources
over $91, "00.
Ident operations, as did money market
'conditions. Call loans were renewed
iat 8 per cent and time rates were
higher. Can stocks grew weaker and
by noon prominent preferred shares
appear of record and we believe it to person in the same suit, double mile-b- e
true that such employment, though ;age shall not be charged..
necessary, was irregular. j
We find that the charges made tau cTIIAT(AMagainst the county superintendent of I "A wllUfilKUIl
Motion Overruled.
The Biiprenie court today overruled
on to account for the sum of $136u er-
roneously charged for the making of
poll tax lists. They also find that the J the motion for a rehearing in the
case of the state of New Mexico ex" IS BECOMING
MORE INVOLVED
overcharges in the amount of $324 is j
erroneous. The county superintend-- 1
ent kept well within the allowance '
provided by law for his office expens- - j
es. The alleged overcharge was on
(payment of $949 for jail guards was
"irregular" although necessary, since
they were unable to lind the approval
of the district judge for this action as
the law provides. The grand jury
finds the sanction of the district at-
torney had been obtained for what
Mr. Earnest termed illegal transfers
jot one fund to another: and they also
agree with Mr. Earnest that the prac
were between 2 and 3 points lower.
The decline gave the whole market an
easier tone.
Bonds were irregular,
Missouri Pacific fell to 241-2- , the
year's lowest, despite the better show-
ing for October than many other
western systems. New York Centra)
was also weak on its big falling off In
receipts for the same period-
The market closed firm. Trading
livened up somewhat toward the close
when a fair sprinkling of buying or-
ders appeared for the important stock.
Lehigh Valley rose a point and the
day's highest figures were registered
for some of the other popular shares,
The tax muddle deepens. In the
case of the South Springs Ranch and
Cattle company, et. al., vs. Guy Her-
bert, assessor of Chaves county, Judge
McClure, one of the judges of the
Fifth district, sustained a demurrer
filed bv the attorney general, while in
account of necessary blanks for di-
rectors and school teachers properly
payable out of Ihe school fund.
Charges made that for the years
1901 to 1904 inclusive money was
transferred improperly from one fundtice of officials signing their nameB
with a rubber stamp should be
abolished.
to another. Investigation discloses 1.1,0 raac nf Ttio T?tret Kottnmil Tlank
THE HARDWARE MAN SAYS: Don't give anybody the satisfac-
tion of saying: "I told you so." Save Money and Disappointment, don't
send out of town for anything you may need in the Hardware Line,
the Stock of YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE STORE Is complete,
their prices right, and they ar right here "at home" to make good-Thi- s
is not a "knock," it's a "warning."
GO TO
BEACH MAN, MIGNARDOT HDW CO.
They Beiievve in the "Golden Rule All Ways." '
y ZThe Reliable hardware Store.
As to the alleged overcharges paid
to the Optic and others for blank
(books, the report says that the county
commissioners are better judges ot
rel, Fred Pornoff, vs. the state auditor,
and this abolished the last hope of
maintaining the mounted police, who
went out of business today because of
the fact that the last legislature did
not appropriate for their maintenance.
Today started the new fiscal year ol
the Btate and it included no appropria-
tion for their continuance. However
the members of that body have one
consolation, since it was their last
pay day, and that is, they were paid
in full, whereas the other capitol em-
ployes only received 75 per cent of
their salary today. Captain Fornoff
said he would remain in Santa Fe, but
had not decided yet what his future
line would be, although most of the
other members ot the force have taken
up other employment, some going into
the Indian service as special officers
and others going on the payroll of
various companies as peace officers.
In the Supreme Court.
The supreme court today is occupied
with four cases against the Water
Supply company of Albuquerque on
that these alleged transfer were
surpluses remaining in certain funds
after all accounts had been paid and
that they were made under the advice
of the district attorney.
As to alleged extravagant prices
paid for certain supplies and books
by the county commissioners, we sub-
mit that the county commissioners
of Roswell vs. Guy Herbert, assessor
in which an almost. Identical demur-
rer was filed, Judge Richardson over-
ruled the demurrer. And in the mean-
time, as the funny papers say, the
case of the South Springs Ranch and
Cattle company, et. al., vs. the State
Board of Equalization, and identical
with the South Springs suit against
but American Telephone was a not-
able exception and reacted over a
point.tli is than the traveling auditor. In!answer to the charge that books were
purchased which the state printed
Ifree, the report says that "we have
jbeen able to learn of a number of in-- I
stances where the officers applied to
(the territory for books and could not
are better judges of the prices prop-jth- e Chaves county assessor, was ar- -
gued Friday in the supreme court oferly to be paid than the traveling aud
Coffee
The name Schilling's
Best on a can of coffee
brands the "coffee, identi-
fies it as such coffee as you
want or you don't pay
for it.
You know what coffee
is, but you don 't know how
good coffee can be unless
you have drunk Schilling's
Best.
obtain them."
As for the remainder of the charges
full and complete explanation are
made, and for the benefit of those in-
terested, the salient parts of the re-
port are given below.
The claim against Eugenio Rome-
ro, treasurer: Cash account reported
short by the auditor July 31. 1912,
amount. $S04.fi2. We find that the ac-
tual difference between the books of
the treasurer and the cash account
on the said date was r7e. and that
appeal. A. B. McMillen represents
the water company, and John C. Le-
wis represents the plaintiffs. It is
anticipated that all four cases will be
presented before court adjourns this
evening.
m t m. mm. imm., mm mm. mm.: rnmmm mm
the state.
Judge Richardson fn his opinion
holds that chapter S4 of the acts of
1913 is of a wholly prospective nature
and cannot apply soonr than 1914,
(hat chapter 22, 1S99, should hold un-
til the new law becomes operative,
and that the assessment of the banks
here under the new law is entirely
without authority. With the demur-
rer overruled It brings this case up
on its merits and the defendant has 20
days' time in which to plead further,
fn filing the demurrer Attorney-Genera- l
Clancy held that the plaintiffs In
this case had brought their action pre-
maturely, that the matter could not
properly be handled by the court until
after the assessments had been made
and the county treasurer demanded
i CIPES SNTQ1M FOR THE TREATMENT OFTUBERCULOSIS OF THELUNGS AND THROAT.
itor, can be, and that the personnel
of the boards of county commiaion
ers for the last 11 years should : be
convincing proof that all expenditures
made by the board were economical
and necessary.
The charge that Isidoro Archuleta
was paid $13.75 for one day driving
team was clearly stated upon the
voncher to be 11 days at $1.25 a day.
The charge that Cleofes Romero re-
ceived $2 as judge of election while
acting as sheriff and a candidate lo
succeed hiniffelf was evidently based
upon the gratuitious assumption of the
auditor that there was only one Cleo-
fes Romero In the county. The said
amount was actually paid lo Cleofes
Romero at Sapello who is still living
in said place.
The statement that the county dock-
ets show an entry in a number of
suits of money paid to the treasurer
when the treasurer's books fail to
show that he had received the money,
is erroneous. We have examined the
Si the remaining amount of $S04.05 waB
'covered by three checks which had
For quick results,
little "WANT."
Ideal accomodations. Write for a Booklet.
CIPES SANATORIUM, Albuquerque, N. M.iIteas mmumm-m- mm: k m msmm wMw:m;mmam:M w n mat better try it; yonAds. always You had
can't lose.
New Mexican Want
bring results. Try It.
the payment of the taxes.I9S
been placed in the cash drawtr, tne
said checks being from responsible
parlies, which were worth their face
value and which should have been
counted as cash by the auditor.
Commissions on liquor and gambling
licenses, $1,151.77. We find that Mr.
Romero as treasurer had claimed and
retained the said amount as commis-
sions on licenses received but after
a decision of the supreme court of
New Mexico to the effect that such
a commission was improperly with
Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride, I Chinese Lily Bulbs I
In the other case which was brought
to prevent the collection of taxes for
1912. which had formerly been rebated
to the banks, the court, as stated, also
overruled the demurrer.
The case in which Judge Richardson
overruled the demurrer will probably
also be brought to the supreme court
which has not as yet ruled on the
case argued Friday.
The New Fiscal Year.
Today is the beginning of the sec- -
court, dockets in the cases in question
'fir--
15 Cents a Piece
The Clarendon Garden,and find that these suits are
in pro
wm 1
PHONE 12 SANTA FE. N. M. $
held, Mr. Romero accounted for and
paid over all of such commission so
taken by him.
Penalties on delinquent taxes
We find that the treasurer for
three years past has been adding pen-
alties from the date when they are
made due by law, that the treasurer
MODERN AND
ALWAYS
LARGE LOBBY
AND VERANDAS
COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City
Ample facilities for large
and small banquets
i 14
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OUR UNPARALLELEDjhas never failed to add the penaltiesjat the time of making out the delin-
quent list for publication, and that
jsttch penalties were always charged in
said mentioned list, but that in many
icases prior to 1910, the treasurer after
taxes became delinquent, but before
gress of settlement but that there are
no such entries on the docket.
The charges made that the tax
rolls from years 1900 to 1912 show
delinquencies amounting to more than
$359,000 should have been explained
by the traveling auditor. In some
cases we find that payments have been
made through the district court which
have not yet reached the treasurer, as
the work connected with these cases
in the district court is exceedingly
laborious, but that accounts for a very
small proportion of the delinquencies.
A very large proportion of the taxes
which appear delinquent on the tax
rolls results from double and erro-neo- u
assessments which could not
have been avoided on account of the
conflicting title, which have in the past
existed and which to some extent still
exist in this county. We find that
many assesments made in the past on
land giants have been wholly erro
HOTEL DE VARGAS Typewriter Rental OfferSPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK
EUROPEAN PLAN. Meals a la Carte.
Room With Bath, $2.00 L'p.
Room Without Bath. $1.00 L'p. Three Months
For $5.00
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
the delinquent list was published was
able to make a collection of the full
amount of taxes due without penalties,
that the publication of the delinquent
tax list and judgments taken in the
general suit rarely ever resulted In
the collection ofany taxes whatsoever
and the treasurer made the practical
choice between taxing all of the taxes
due minus penalties and taking noth-
ing and also incurring the further cost
of publication.
Warrants paid to payee owing tax-
es, $3,407.04. In investigating the list
of parties mentioned in the traveling
auditor's report who were said to
have received warrants from the
county while owing taxes, we find thai
in all such cases nonsuch party re-
ceived his payment from the county
neous and that hundreds of assess-
menls made aginst private individuals
claiming lands upon land grants have
been held to be erroneous. We find
. For $5.00 we will rent you, guaranteed by us In
good condition, an understroke model 6, 7 or 8
Remington Typewriter or understroke Smith Pre-
mier for THREE MONTHS.
Then you can buy a machine If you like, and w
will credit this $5.00 on the purchase.
that the county treasurer and .county
commissioners have followed the laws
strictly in instituting the proper pro-
ceedings for collecting delinquent
taxes and offering the property for
sale to the highest bidder, but that
this method has never produced a suf-
ficient revenue, even to pay the cost
of publication. We have examined the
SOLD ON THE
Easy Payment Plan.
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sola Afsnta for INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
4UaLFa SEED. All kinds of flowers, rardeo & field seeds in bulk and pack af;
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
In full until all his taxes had been
records of the district attorney's of-
fice and find that he has instituted
and vigorously prosecuted .individual
suits for the collection of all delinLEO HERSCHPhone Black45 Phone Black45
paid.
Regarding the alleged overcharges
of the sheriff and various Interpreters
for services performed in probate
court, we find that beyond the shadow
of a doubt, the charges made by these
officers were correct and that the au-
ditor was in error, that he used an er-
roneous method of checking these
quent taxes in the county. We believe
that within a very short time the de-
linquent taxes of this county will have
been entirely disposed of.
We agree with the traveling auditor
that the signing of official names with
a rubber stamp in approving vouchers
should be abolished.
We have sought earnestly to make
a careful and conscientious investiga-
tion of the charges made in the trav-
eling auditor's report and we respect
RENTAL TERMS VISIBLE MODELS
REMINGTON SMITH PREMIER MONARCH
One Month, $3.00 . Six Months, $15.00
Paragon Ribbons Red Seal Carbon Papers
OUR PARAGON TYPEWRITER RIBBONS AND RED SEAL CAR-
BON PAPERS are recognized as the leading ribbon and carbon lines
on the market.
They are the leading lines not only in quality, but In completeness.
And this completeness makes it certain that we have got the exact
ribbon and carbon paper for YOU.
Machine Catalogs and Supplies Booklet on Request.
REMINGTON TYPEWRITER CO.
accounts by terms of court instead of
by quarters, for which the accounts
were rendered.
As to the charge that Sheriff Cleo
fes Romero should account for $984
for liquor and gambling licenses col-
lected, we find that in the Instances
specified applications were made for
fully urged that the public of San Mi-
guel county, which is deeply interest-
ed in our financial condition, Invest!- -
ft ,NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
II .Local Agents lor
J4?. MBS! JY and Desk combined. fi A Desk Unit wHh few or taUS' V1 many Book Units a desired. '
M The only perfect conibinatiou jjHiMiLjftf?1''? II desk and bookcase evet made. Bl!S!fijitS'!mS53.J II
L tive. t want to sLov you S"smBi IfVL its advantage and pesji-- iajjt9fi IIbiUtiei. Ci.fi, write Of phow Ji
licenses but that the parties did not
receive such licenses and did not en-
gage In business and the sheriff col-
lected no moneys on account of said
licenses.
Claim against probate clerk, with
regard to the alleged overcharge for
recording births and deaths $66.25
We find there is a conflict of laws re-
garding such fees. One law providing
for a fee of $1.00 for certificate and
URINARY
DISCHARGES
BELIEVED IN j
24 HOURS)
Each Can- - 5seal for any instrument recorded, and
(Incorporated)
Phone Main 674.sole bears (MIDY 5 Albuquerque, N. M.an older law providing that the pro-bate clerk shall receive 25 cents for Ill South Fourth Stthe naulc4IS'' S j
Bewtirtqf totmterftrtts
ALL lint (IdlsTs
certificate and seal. Acting under the
advice of the district attorney we find
